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B~ilding

a life

BY KARA BENKEN
THE XAVIBR

NEWSWIRE
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·Members of Xavier's , .
· Habitat for Humanity spent their
spring bregk helping to build ·.
. homes in both Valdosta, Ga·.and
· the heart of Appalachia ·. ·
. . ... . . Thirteen students accoppa.,
. nied chaperone and chemistry
professorDr. Craig Davis.to·.
.
, sunny Georgia; where they
: participated in the ~·sweet Sixteen .•

. ·. Pr~jeCt.":. ·: '.).

' '·

'

. '

Worki~g-onsix

houses in .. •.. ,, ·. . . .
. · .
.
· .
·
. .. ,various· stages ot' building;. the . .Andy Peters specialized in_ door C<?nstruction during a spring break trip
• '\stUderits n:lade sigajfic_:1U1tprogr(:SS
'· . · . with }[abitatforHumanity
, -

·-~-~-·','.'i·.· n)g~-~-'e~v}_•J.uu
-~e,'%1 .•~_· ._!_=fn"_c7_•.f.rru
_ 0,L_·m. -·Ji_·._ ~uc
_.ei_·._·_,1..g•_~n~.r01.~_-_:nu_g_;u,;_._,_'_:_:._}_·_.·"· • :ijnsidettie'homesi-.t::.
and putting Jiriisliing toiiclies
··

· · ."it's hl.lr~ to find a reaso~ riot
'·to'goon,a:trip)ikethis:• ies·a.way · · ~
· ... w<>.rk like siding andpaiJlting the : •. ·. , Cootdin~tor tit.the trlp, . . .to fravelto newpiace, meet new
,·· outsfd~ to ~apgingliglitfixtm:es , .· 'soph9m9re Suzie Billmaier . . ··.\people; get away froih the office
, ' · " · · · . compared thls excursion t{)Iast .·· . and accomplish something .
_!!._
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·:;/: ··~~-1'.r~·.f·!';:t:Y:\").~//,.!:~·~:; ::~!:.":: '..':~· :~:-.:· ·> ;·.. -.~~'.'\·.;_~ ::;'.-. r.~··.<'·::_:.· ·: '.).,_.-, <: :~~.? _.-~··::·--:.~:..., .,'.." >_
· Colqn~~ lef.atgarethe· <;ammer:meyer~:Ph>D,~·:«lf:4f t~e·hig!z,~st ·· •
. rankingofficersepa,r_ate4.fromthe mili!a,.Y because during atop .
. secret Clearance i11yesitgati0n, Shf! r~vealetl W-!fshe Is a lesbian .
Her autobiography;• "Servingin· Silem:e,'' wcu(tu-rTie'il:, into three~ ·
· time Emmy Award-winning: television mov(e;:_ ,.'Caijilnermeyer.will ·.. ·
..·be speaking in Kelley Auditorium on Tuesday at]p.in; . ......··
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· feelings.
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·d~e:amin'
s·

s .· ·.·. .·. .• ....... Ohio: ·Pbysicallylwas hoine;

teal

. and no j>)ans?I de,piSed him
yet my:heart WaS stin in Califor- . for it~ ~u.t-he.nev.er ~~wlJeCause ·.
nia(sorry
. ·, om.);. · . · ·.· . . ·. · .· mom and dad wereri'ttoo happy
.
.
. ·· · When iny bi:othermoved · · he went; a!idlnattirally tookhis · ·
It started t~ set 11i'whertl
. fromc'teyeland to LOS Angeles ·.. side. But deep-inside I absolutely
arrived attiettoitMetro:Airport~ ;It - almosttwo yearsago, I-thought
resented him; He WaS{ainlstill is)
literally:hit:rne:full-force when I
he was nuts: Whaf the hell was. · ·niy hero. Whywould he leave me:
·. . B

a

i

. '. .

.tiIE ~A ~;N~~· ;~

we've spohin infrequ•ntJy' but .
re.mained clOse. ·. OUr'conversations cons_i_sted o.f_aquick hello ,·
and inquiring what new stuff one
ofu$ coulcl get for the oth~r;
He'q been dating:sonieone for a
long time;lhad rio clue'. I had .

m._

.

:~~~::~~~!~~;=~:*~e~i~i~11~ ~iJ~~ra;~~br:~v:'6~!~she ~:~~~::~: T;v:r0:Jt1;!!~ui :.'1~pd~e;as~.·_: 1Ii ;r~~~::S~ :~~~~ !0.
0

. ; ·
.
the ..
sunk inlwo hourslatei: wheri I '· · . · country in a car so packe(fit . · : advice from? His move boggled ·
·crossed unde[ the·6ig'red andbfoe · · ex~eeded the weight limits, with my mind; lfelt as if I was lost.
· ·
· ··
·
· ··
··.
· ·
·
.·
·
··
··
sign that welcomed me backto
no definite place to stay, nojob
Overthe past two years ··
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. BY ymQINIA S'(J'l'CLIFfE
THE XAVIBRNEWSWIRE
.·. ; 1\:lu1ticu~tllf~l:Strl~ent
. .
·~oncems:.Cortunitt;ee is sponsoring
.. a Studell(FOrunh:>n:Multitulturiil ·..
: Issues: dn .\Vedrtesc)ay at: 6:30 p.Dl, .
·

Concerns Conllnittee js corn~
prised of stud~itts,'faciilty·ind .
staff~fthe•uniVersitY. . . ..
·.•..• : Dr_. Irehe Hodgs9n;· .
'committe~ head, said that when
·. ·the fitst f6runi wlls held. last
year,1it gayeihe'comilliitee ide~
about'. wh~t issu~s fo address foi

know that we exist/' srud
.·. .' . . ''Tll~r~ ~e -r~cia] 'C:C)ncem.s
forum," said Hodgs~n .
· Hodgsoll; · ·
. · ..
• but there are also women·and_gay . · Depending on the numbet of. ·
.
Tli~'C:mnffiiitee tries tO . and·iesbianconcerlls of students
i)eople that~ttend th~forum; cards
. .. follow.tiponconcem~brought ·._ aswell,,;· shldHodgs~ri:_-·' .· , • · .• ·.· will be passed outforpeopfo to
up by stud~rits .sllch rudiow . . ,.. ,. -'
is hoping.thiit
write on ab<>ufwhaOhey would
·. roommates are s~leetoo in·the · :<.year's foruni will ~es ult in g9od · . like· fo taik about..
.
· ,: resii:leii~e halls and tlie generiil · · ·. '.diiilogue llS it did lasfy~; ~: · .
· .The 'discussfon will center
. .a~6sph~re. cir the classrooD1. .: · · · well'as~get· more people interested . around those concerns;' . ,

HOdgson

this •

!~t~!~~;eRoom ofthe:Univer~" '.·. ~;~~~~~·~~~~gi~~s ~t~dent~ . . setti~~~gso~•sai~ that stU~ ·· ·.•:. ' . fo b~i~~:!e;:;:i!~e·:~~ m6re . '.every~~: ;:ta~te:::.~r:!tt .
. .·.,. TJie:Mi:iltlchitiiral Student.. · · an:opp6'rtu~ity)o express their: :· <·dents' collcems<ill:e notju'st .. ·. .
· .· .concerns andifals:o le~ students.• .... ceritereci.afuiind race. ': ·. ;' .
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:faculty and administrators on the. · Hodgson; ·.
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Valedictorian named for '97
BY KARA BENKEN

Grad.· sessions
The Office of Graduate Services is hosting two
information sessions on Monday, April 21 and Wednesday,
April 23, at 7 p.m. in the Terrace Room of the University
Center. These are for the Graduate and Certification
Programs in Education. There is no fee to attend and
refreshments will be served. Faculty from each program,
staff from the Office of Graduate Services and Financial
·Aid representatives will be attepding to present information
on each program and answer questions about the curriculum, application procedures and financing a graduate
education; Anyone interested in attending should call the
Office of Graduate Services at 745-3360 for more infonnation or to make a reservation.

Planner dates
Clubs and organizations who would like to have their
event dates, times and locations published in the upcoming
Xavier day planner must tum in their information no later
than May I.to Melissa Verkamp. For more information,
call 745-3539.
.

.

.

Applications due
University Committee Applications are due to the
Student Go_vemment offices no later than 5 .p.m. on Thursday. For questions or concerns, call 745-3191.

B-Ioo.d donation
The Hoxworth Blood Center will be holding their
blood drive in the Downunderofthe University Center
today from lOa.m.-4 p.m.
-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe

Security Notes

THEXAVIER NEWSWIRE

Last week, Erika Van Ausdall
was named the valedictorian for
Xavier's class of 1997.
Van Ausdall was selected by
the academic deans from a group of
thirteen students who were potential
candidates.
Each student was asked to
submit a valedictory address and a
copy of their resume to each of the
deans, who then reviewed the
possible speeches and made their
.decision.
"I was so shocked when I got
the letter. To be honest, I really
didn't know if anything would come
·photo by Ramon DeJesus
of it when I submitted my address,"
said Van Ausdall.
Erika Van Ausdall, ·a double·major in in Political Science and Sp(lnish,
When prompted to explain
· will give the valedictory address at this year's commencement.
why her speech had a special ·
message, she was reluctant to get
.family, and through my perso~al ·
country; worked in the Periodi•
specific.
·
cals OfficeinMcDonaldLibrary, dedicationto academics that I have·
"I just want studentsto walk
. •beeri able to experience everything .
been involved \1{ith. the sel'vic~
away reflecting upon what values
organization Mortarboard ancl the ·(have experienced,'; sai<J Van .
they have gained from their Jesuit
Ausdall. .
. .·· .· . · · .· ,
Pre~Law •. Society.·.
education and challenge them to
·
Next
year,yan
Ausdalrwm ·
Ausdrul
was
also
able
make valuable meaning of their
be
attending
Ohio
State·
to
spendthe
spring
selJlester
of
experiences atXavier/' said Van
University's Law Schook
her.sophomore .year in. Seville,
Ausdall.
. . After vacillating between
Spain.
.
"Graduation day is certainly a
specific
praetices, v anAusdall
''The_
most.
valuable
thing
time to reflect on: past years, butit's
conceded she wants to be able to
. about that experience \Vas being
more a time to think about your ·
. utllire her Sparush skills as a ·
·able to see the world from a
future and ~kgreater questions,
like what kind of a person you are
different perspective and through lawyer.
.
.
and what you want to make of your a different culfure; one very ·
.. Van A,usdallhas two younger
life,''. she added.
brothers, one of whom is a freshu_nlike theUnited States," she ·
Van Ausdall, who is from.
man at Xavier and one who will be
said.
Van Wert, Ohio, is·a double major
In crediting her achieveatt~nding Xavier next year.
in political science and Spanish, a
ments, Van Ausdall cites her .
minor in business and is in the
· family, and Xavier.
..
Scholars program.
"It is because of the caring
Throughout her years at
attitude professors express toward
Xavier, Van Ausdall has run cross
students, the support of Illy

van

.Mackey b~XU thebluffi
tal poetryand fiction. ·
Finkelstein said Mackey is
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
. a multi-cultural writer because he
is able to write in three diff~rent:
genres:
.
The Minority Lecture Series
· "Because of his knowledge
and the English Departmentare
of all types of music; he knowsa
sponsoring visit from. Nathaniel. tremendous amourit about the
Mackey on both. Thursday, April . ·relationship of literature to
17 arid Friday, April 18.
music::," said Finklestein. . . ..
Mackey, professor of
Mackey's w~rks include two
literature at the University of
volumes of poetry entitled,
California, Santa Cruz, is an
.
"Eroding Witness and School of
African,-American. writer, as well
Udtiril," two volumes of an .. ·
as a poet and a critic.
ongoing epistolary novel called,
Dr. Norman Finkelstein,
"From A Broken Bottle Traces of.
chair of the English Department, .. Perfume Still Einanate,'' as well
said that Mackey's tremendous
as a collection ofessays called,
knowledge of jazz, blu~s and
"I>iscrepant Engagement:
music from other cultures allows · · Dissonance, Cross~Culturality · ·
him to weave music togetherinto . . and Experimental Writing." ,
his wo~'k.
.. ·. ·. . Mackey's epistolary riovel,
Mackey's_works are a
· · "From A Broken Bottle Traces
combination of the blues and jazz . ·of Petlunie Stili Emanate,'.' is ..
influenced writing of the African- written from the point of view of
American !fadition along with the · a member of a jazz band. ·~The,
post"modern forms of experimen.:. ' novel _is really great becam;e the

Bv VmGINIA SUTCLIFFE

Thursday~ March 27, 9:30 a.m.·
Money totaling $125 was stolen from·an office on the first
floor of the University Center. The susi>ect has been
identified.

Monday, March 31, U:SO a.m.
A small safe was stolen from an office on the first floor of
the University Center. The contents totaled approximately $300.
Monday, April 7, 12:15 p.m.
A con.Jract custodian was arrested in connection with a
series of offenses which occurred in the University
. Center.

Security Note of the Week
Thursday,April 3, 9:45 a.m.
A full-size tennis court net, several racquets and two
containers full of tennis balls were found in the
dumpster behind the "E"building in the Village. All
of the items were stolen from the basement of Husman.

a

reader. gets· to get inside. the head of
this musician as he is playing," said
Finkelstein. ·
Mackey has also recently
recorded "Strick:.· Song of the
Andoumboufou 16~25," a CD of his
poetry read tojazz accompaniment.
Mackey will give a reading of ·
. his poetry and fiction _on Thursday, _··
April 17 at 7:30 p~m. in the Terrace
. Room ofthe University Center.
He will givealecture on jazz
musician Miles Davis .on Friday, April
. 18, at 11:30.p.m~ in Kelley Auditorium
in. Alter Halt ·
·
Both everits are free and open to
the public...
. ..
.
· "Mackey is the l:iestjiizz
influenced writer iliave ever encountered,''. said Finkelstein ..

well as faculty and staff that
attended, it looks like we will
'THE XAyIERNEWSWIRE
definitely be looking into doing
something like this again next
.. year," said Brinkrrian.
This past Saturday,
Jennifer Tilford, secretary of
WORTH (Woman Offering
WORTH, said she thought that the
Rights, Truth.and Happiness)
communication among participants
sponsored a workshop entitled,
was helpful.
"I'm Happy with Myself?
"I think what made the day a
Feminism ill.the''90's~·'
success was the open dialogue.
The wmkshop began at 8
People were willing to talk and
a.m. with registration and breakshare their differing views without
fast and ran till about 6:30 p.m .. ·
attacking one another," said
· The student run workshops
Tilford.
dealt with issues such as Women
WORTH was founded three
· and Sports , Combating the
years ago.
Inequalities, {presented by the
Their mission is to strive to
Cincinnati Women's Football
educate students about the underlyLeague), Women's Safety on
ing hate that may dwell within
Campus (presented by Safety and
them, not just towards women in
Security) arid Pro-Life Feminism
general, but towards gays and
(presented by Students for Life).
lesbians as well.
Each workshop had a
"We want to show people
photo by Ramon DeJesus
presenter or presenters who
how mucl~ further we all need to go
introduced the topic and then led
before we can accept each other as
Students listen to presenters on topics concerning feminism i,n the '90's at the WORTH workshop.
an open discussion that followed.
equals," said Brinkman,
Wrapping up the day's
Anyone interested in finding
Jennifer Brinkman,
events in KelleyAuditorium was
NOW, where she works through
President to the Cincinnati
out more about WORTH or next
WORTH president, said the day
the keynote speaker, Kathy
Chapter of:the National Organiza~ the press to advocate for women's
year's workshop, is encouraged to
turned out to be a complete
Helm bock.
· tion of Women (NOW) and then
rights.
attend their weekly Tuesday night
Helmbockhas an extensive
WQRTH was responsible for success.
went on to·stfrve as the Ohio. .
meeting at 8 p.m. in the McDonald
"This was .the first year we Library.
history of women's activism in the NOWpresident in the mid 1980's. arranging the keynote speaker as '
Cincinnati and Ohio region..
She is currently the media
well as the other presenters for the put together this workshop, and
· from the number of students, as
In the 1970's, she served as
repres.entative for Cincinnati.
day.

'BY AMY ZYWICKI
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Xavier University·
\
International· Festival·· 1997

.·April 13-18
Sunday, 4/13

International Soccer Tournamel)t
. - Cohen Field ·
12 noqn Xavier University/Northern Kentucky University/Miami University
·
.·
,.
Cookout to follow

. Monday, 4114

Information Booth
- In front of Univ. Center - 11:00 am to 2:00 pm
(rain location - outside Main Dining Room)
Festi.val, infonnation, origami, music and giveaways

Instant Issues

.

~ Romero International Center - 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm

. Global current events discussion group ~.all welcome··
. :. ..
.
..
; ·~'

Tuesday, 4/15

Information Booth

.

:.In front ofGriII ... ,_ J1:00 am,to2:00pm.
Festival
information,
o~g~i,,music and giveaways. ·
'
.. -. ".
.
..•. .
.
.
'

~
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International Movfo , •

.

·Xav:ier Movie Channel -,8:00 pni
"Gorky Park" ,
··

Wednesday, 4/16

.Coffee Hour .
-·Registrar's Office .

3:30pm to4:30 pm :

International ' Movie
··Xavier Movie Channel- 8:00 pm
. "In the Name of the Father" · ·

Thursday, 4/17

International Movie

.· .•. · · . ·.·.

• Xavier Movie Channel - 8:00 pm
.."The Last Emperor"
·
·

Friday, 4/18

International Fair

.·

.

.

-Academic Mall
4:00 pm Jo 7:00 pm
(rain location - Downunder)
· .
· Country/Culture Displays and:Food . . . ·
·

·. Questibns regarding these events.
Call
Hemmie 985-5966
orISS Office
.
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Scholar Korea bound.
.

, , ._'

,:

·,

!'

KARA BENKEN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Senior Kathleen Edwards
will be spending over a year in
Korea beginning this July as a
Fulbright Scholarship winner from
Xavier.
The Fulbright Scholarship is
awarded by a government-funded
organization created to help
promote intercultural
communication.
It enables students to
develop personal areas of research
through an academic or scholarly
aspect that will help both the
student and the host country.
Edwards received one of 40
scholarships from 90 applications.
for the Korean experience, and is
only the second Xavier ~tudent to
receive this award in recent years.
She is majoring in English
and is currently completing her
student teaching for secondary
education.
Edwards will be teaching
English to high school students for
approximately 15-20 hours a week
after completing a seven-week
training program in Seoul and will
then be placed with a host family
for the rest of the year.
"It's going to be an
adventure," said Edwards, who is
only slightly concerned about her
unfamiliarity with the Korean

Senior Engish major, Kathleen Edwards, will teach English as a .. ,.
second language to students in. Korea.
·
culture and language.
While Edwards is teaching,
she will also be doing research
regarding students who study
English as.a Second Language
(ESL) and their rhetoric and
composition~

''.We will only better
understand ESL students'
. problems through reading their
writing and testing their
understanding," said Edwards.
After her return to the
States, Edwards will continue her
research and preparation while she

studies for the GRE in English so
she can apply to graduate schools.
Edwards said, "I honestly
don't know everything I'm getting
into. I view it as an opportunity of
a lifetime to prepare me for my
future and my life."
Edwards works in the
Writing Center as a tutor and was
a Resident Assistant for two years. ·
Students who are ihteres~ed .
in the program fm: ~ext year
should contact Dr. Geraldo Sousa
soon as possible via email at
sousa@xavier.xu.edu.

.>The fastest growing division.ofa Fortune 400 company has an immediate position available in the Information Systems Department for a Pro~ram•
, mer/Analyst; Hudson Specialty Foods (formerlYPierre Frozen Foods , is a .
· $200 million process.manufacturer of premium quaiitr, value,adde meat
·· and poultry products. Join.our team and grow with us . .
.
._ ·· .
This highly visible position will be responsible for providing analysis and
support of our continuous improvement efforts to redesign business processes,
and further utilize our PRISM-Integrated business system software .. We seek
an Individual who can actively conl(ibute innovative thinking to our organiza- ·
lion, and is Interested in a successful career with a growing company.
.The ideal candidate will possess a degree In Information Systems or equiva·lentExperience I~ a manufacturing environment utilizing RPG-400 preferred.
Experience in an AS/400-integrated manufacturing and accounting system
environment a plus. .• · _ . •
_ ·
·
We offera competitive salary and benefits package. Interested candidates
should send a resume and salary requirements to: .

- f141U1Wlf. II .
SPBCIALTY .FbaDS

.

~\-

..

Hudson Specialty Foods
Attn: Human Resources
· 9990 Princeton Road
Cincinnati, OH 45246 ·

. ·,Huds~ii Specialty. Foods believes that
> diversity leads to st(qngtf!.
Equal OpjJo_rti.mlty.Employer/Supp<Jftlng a_ Drug-Free Workplace

._,. >:

as

Scholarship bai}quet
United States Magistrate Judge Jack Sherman, Jr., will

be the featured speaker for the 21st ann,ual Antonio JOhnson
Scholarship Banquet this Friday at 6 p.m. at the Phoenix. The ··
theme of the banquet is "Standing on the Shoulders of Giants."
Tickets are $25 for general admissfon and $10 for students.
For more information, call 745-3181.
.

Lecture series
Rev. Michael F. Steltenkamp, S.J,, from Wheeling Jesuit
University, will speak at the next EcurrietticalChiiir Lecture
Series on Wednesday, April 16 at7:30 p.m. in KelleyAl.ldito- _
rium in Alter Hall. ._ Steltenkamp will speak on "Black Elk,
-, American· Indian Holy Man: Role Model for the.Millennium."
The event is free and open to the public. · Foi: more information, call 745-2009.

Volunteers needed
Volunteers are needed to call participants scheduled to
walk in the March of Dimes Walk-a-Thon. Volunteers will
make these calls on Thursday from 6 p.m:-s p.m. in Room 911
of Schott. Refreshm~nts will be served and prizes will ~
given away. Contact 745-1030 for more details.

Additional
Vall COurcSus
ACCT 421-84 - Auditing I
Thursdays

, I!15tructor: Rooney
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Student Activities Council is up to somet . ·
'

,

. Comedyfest
· 2 Featuring:

·Pauly . Shore.·
· Thursday, April 10th
· · •· ·.·•· 9:00pr;n >.·
.· .·
· Main Dining Room . ·
. University Center · •· .>. ·. · .· ·· ·..·..
.... Tickets:
>.· . · ...
, , , , , , ,: .
,·. , .:. ,: ,' , , , , ·. -: .' .' .' :, .', .· ,, ,: , l
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·. Ti~kets on sale at_ 5pm· at.the>
· · Theqter Box Office day of ·.
..
-e\1e·nt: ONLY. Ml)st .bring stucient . ..
FREE FOOD and ~ODA .·. ··•·• I.lb. [)oOrs open at· 8:30. ..·.· .· ..· . ·. I
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saw what he did in L.A. and he
.finally saw me as his peer. Times·
have changed andI've grown. No
longer do I try to be what my
brother was and is, but now l try
to be what I am ar.d will be. I am
finally ·me and not him.
My trip to Los Angeles. was
phenomenal; Good times were ·
had, friends were made and I gQt a
brother back_. I now respect him_.
more than ever and will argue
with anyone abouttlte greatness of
· L.A. J got to hang out with my
favorite band, see some breathtaking sites, hear the best cover band
in the world (if you're ever.out
there head to The West End in
· sariui.''Monica on a Saturday night
and hear 80 Su~hiTi; they'r~ x·
.· ·._-·incredibfofiiod:hiost 'iillllOtlantly
·spend time V.,iththe greatest gift
God ever gavii to me. A big ..
brother:
· , ·., · · · ·
.·

L.A. times
(continued from page 1)
Yet we still had a good
relationship. It was just how we
were, distantly close and seven ·
years apart. ·
California seems so far
away, yetyou never really know ·
just how far it is until you go
·
·there. It's a different world out.·
there, or so it seems. Los Angeles
isn't just acity' it's an enfue state
in and of itself. Houses' are
stacked one on top of the other for
what seems to be hundreds of
miles. A backyard (or front yard
for that matter) is non-e:Xistent ·
., unless 'you
Inilfioriaiie. And
the 'traffic is an. entire editorial in .
itself..
Sporting events don't get
rained out(it never rains in L.A.),
they get smogged out, literally. A
key mustbe used to use the
· bathroom in office buildings and

'te a

•
.
•
.
....
d
Spr1ng1ng 1.orwa.r ·

.

;

.. Ohio may be li<>me·and
where my souhvm always be,but
as fong my brother's in LA.,
my.heart
alwa)'s be out west..

as

will

.t• •. ·. t.·.... • .· . ··1·. ..· .,_. .. '
••• no <10 ·. ~1ls re Jgton
.

.

.

.

against the school.
this. He would never have to
she still hasn't reeeived my·
..•. ·"God,'' ~ubba asked. .,.
freshman, sophomor~ and junior
· "What is a million years like to
In addition, a husband can
return the collection of "Ms.
BYJEWDAVIS
year report,cards from:Xavier.
youT: , . ·. . -·· · .. · .
., .
use this with his wife (both of the _ Bikini USA" videotapes he ha5
TuE XAVIER NmVS\VJRE
Damn government.
._ '·~ori~ second," God replied.
Algerian peasant religion). The
. amassed on top of his VCR.
I've thought of a couple of ·
· •Then Bubb3, realizing be
I personally think the
husband comes home six hours
late from work and has spentthat
other religions a person could start National Hockey Leagueis ·· ...· hadGOd;s undivid~d attentio~.
up and liv.e by. ·
'Diece's a group of peasant
time drinking beer and playing
operated by.Algefiari peasants.
' ~as overcom~-~y,a sense of>·
Really, doesthe season'ever:·
·capitalism.·Hethen:asked Goo,
farmer.; down in Algeria who ·
pool down at Leroy's Bar.
.•The "We don't believe in
don't believe iD time. As a niatter .···
· He walks in and his wife is
: : ·
then, how;much is a million'
actually end? . · .
speed limits;' religion: Members
of fact. they think that clocks
sitting on the couch, mad as hell, . go fast as they want on·the
l could never imagilleHvirig. dollfr.i worth tt> yo11 ?"
.
the wodcofthe devil.' .
..·and he. says to her,"Honey, 1-was
roads aeross America and when · without a sense of time; Lifo · . •. . : • ·.· ·-~ ,·"One dollar;" God .
in suchdissar~y·;:P~ople .. respal1ded. :· •\.,>:\;
Isn't that convenienL
· : ·fine and. dandy as Catholic. But pulled over; all theyhave to do is . would
·.· ' , Then Bubba sitid to Goq,. ·'
yell, ''Repent Satan," to the offic~r ·would feel like theiidays·,w~te ·
I don't dmik peasaiit faimer8 · because 1·1ove you; I changed my
really have a lot of deadlines to ·
religion to yours arid I've been . and then floor it, thus exempt
going to last fm:e'ver ~ kiil~:~f · . · '"qte#' ~ajt I.tl§lfo~·,fl dolhtr'l'.-?i' :. •..
face. Howevec~ an occasional ·.
. .forced to thfow away my sense of from ~I!: law because they are
like being aplaye~ori'the'.q11cin:.
>.God said;"Yeab, hol&ori:<i .... ·
·
~secp~d.''~· ..
.i;:~-·
·:: .
nati Bengais~ . . · ·
time constraint may ariSe. They
time. I could get a watch so I'd be protected by the constitution.
. . .•The "We don't ooiieve in
.
Th(!re's •. oldJ<?ke'iii:f
. · -:_: .. ·By the \Vay; I.tried this·.. "· . · · i
· must complete their worlcin the
····home on time, but.you wouldn't
crops by sundown nsk getting.. .• 'want 'me to go to hell, would you,. mon~y''. i:eligion: ··Just picture
preacher used to tellalJ<>uftinie
· Algerian thing with'.my editOr.. I·
/ \
· their butts bitten by· night~\Velllng , baby?'' .
. ·.
·
yoursel{;walking into ajewelry
:rattlesnakes.
· · '/·;:· · ··.,; · '· · · . ·~ ·.·:Re~lly, Whe1iI think about . store,aiicigrabbing.abandful of
this: .
.
. .
me~T'told hiJnlliat iri)'.~reli~oif , ,· >
diamond.rings for the wife or
. Although the Algerians may it, thi~is the ideal.religion. All '
·girlfrie~d..
.
·.
not be greatly affeded by their./. ;':·: right, honestly, it~s a half-asscil
·
·•flC>w about a religion that
beliefs. tbiS type of rell~onoould · ·.. way to avoid deadlines. But
believes~beer
is the ·devil
.:: OK,
come in vecy bandy~ ~V~ted. ~ who's going to qu~stion a ·
.
.·,:.:; ... ,,
..
··States.
· .• ·· · · · · .· .· . ···person's religion; as long as it
Godwere talking about the events ·coincidence, my:foijgioii doesn!t . 1
. so mayl)eJ'm carrying things a
of the day arid what it was like to
allow me top~y:suiru:t~~!i,.::
Just imagine cooling-in 3() , · . .· doe~n' t call fox: a i:endezvous. with little too~far here.
be the great Creator of everything. newspaper col9inoists:". ·
mom says she has a .
·minutes late to history ctass. Your., ·little green people behind a
·· .'· · .• .I quickly.: regained mf faith .·.
good reason to believe the United· Bubba, after looking at the watch
. professor brings up the fact that
comet?
.
· he won by saving up enough
·in Catholicisot .Besides, I kirid of ·
you are tmdy and have already .
Frankly, it would also come States Postal Service is run by
like my Star Wars alarm ct6ck; · .
proofs of purchase from Red Man
Algerian peasants. She says the ·
missed half of his lecture and...
in handy when it came time to
boom, you've got a IO-millionreturn movie rentals. My ·
Tobacco packages, got to thinking
post offiee doesn't seem to have
any conceptio~ of time, because ·
about time.
dollar religious persecution case
roommate would benefit from

are .

·:wen

as

.,e

a

an

m:

-:> / :'

·

··=:~:pfu~:e:s~:::•··-~~~:e :•.•.c;~~~4-~~;;~~:1:.~~~~at;.\.,;•.:··
=~~SE~l:~d ·~~::~~;:~:;~,',,,.
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·.My

.s:·_. · ·
;< · . ·

··· · registration so if a class is closed,
possible. While my annual reports would see first-hand liow serious
100 percent of the proceeds to
we take our work and the success
alternatives are available and the
since 1991 contain over 100
the Norwood Service League,
we enjoy.
registrhtion can be completed.
examples of improvements, the
an after school daycare
. To add some perspective to
Registering for an upcoming following are highlights. ·
facility in the Xavier area. At
this overalnssue, the cost of
•The drop/add five-dollar
semester is a small step in the
the beginning of December,
operating the Office of the
transaction fee (a true nuisance
much broader scope of an educaBuenger Hall council
Registrar is approximately 50,000 approached the Student
fee).was eliminated andthe time
tion. The Jew minutes taken to
dollars per year, exclusive of
actually register within my office · extended to drop a class without
Senate and requested-a small
salaries (some of those salaries are donation from the senate
financial penalty extended to one
. is small when compared with the
for the 16 part-time students).
hoursit should take to speak with full week. Students need to be
Six years ago this
funds to supplement the
This amounts to $5.50 annually
able to rearrange their schedule, .
faculty, meet with advisers and
month I interviewed forthe
money that the council
for each of the 9,000 students who predicted it would raise. The
within reason, withoutfinancial
converse with peers regarding the
position as University
attend the three terms. Thatdollar . request did not seem
penalty during the first week of
overall educational .experience.·.
Registrar at Xavier
ainount is reduced to one-dollar
Mr Smith: " ... all the
classes.
.
University. On July J, 1991,
unreasonable. It was for a
annually 'when transcript revenue
•We provide services 24I took over the responsibility
classes offered for his or her ·
dollar for dollar match of the
of leading a dedicated staff of respective major ... are all offered · hours a day. World Wide Web, e- · (to cover the cost of security paper intended donation with a fifty
mail, answering machines,
and mailing) are factored in. The
at the same time."··
eleven full-time personnel
dollar cap on the senate
transcript information lines and
one-dollar that Mr; Smith and all
and sixteen part-time
Registrar clarification:
donation. Personally, I have
fax/mail-in registration (currently
students spend to operate the
students. Our purpose was to Excluding evenings and
never seen senate move
just for CAPS and graduate
office is not taken lightly.
provide efficient, accurate;
weekends,· there are basically
faster; they had an answer for
· linvite any member of the
students) are some of the
friendly services in areas such · twelve possible Monday,
us the very next day. We
as registration, grades,
university community to learn
Wednesday, Friday or Tuesday,
enhancements which respond to
received a call from one of
today's student. Therewill be
first-hand how our services relate
transcript production and
Thursday timeblocks offered
the SGA vice-presidents
more in the future. The ability to
to you, and most importantly, how telling us that the donation
systems development. We
throughout the week. I know .
you can help improve those·
first-hand of-the incredible amount dial· toll-free to learn about your
annually service 15,000
could not be approved
services in ways we have not yet
students, faculty, staff, ·alumni of talent,. energy and commitment · term grades and grade point
because "student allocated
and community members. We given to_the development of the.
average will be available this fall.
thought of.. While I have mixed
money was to be used for
•Advising "tools" have been feelings about publicly.responding programs in the interest of the
handle over 100,000 transacbest· possi_ble array of classes.··
enhanced. The computerized
to Mr. Smith's article (a response
tions each year.
This apP.lieS, not pnly to the
students."
·
. degree audit, "OnCourse" has
may be viewed as being defensive
I share this background utilization of all a:vailable
Assuming that a larger.
in response to Steve Smith's . timeblocks, butto the actual µrix ·
been implemented for 90-percent
rather than constructive) I wanted piece of wood o~ the Habitat
March 19Newswire
·. ofd~ses during any one time, .
of undergraduate students. From
to tum this article into a positive
house denotes a larger.
. the day. the student first inquires
experience for everyone~·. .·
commentary "Registration in
block..• As schedule drafts·are ·
donation, I fail to see how the
rules and reality ... headaches, developed, thereis considerable _about Xavier or arrives on campus
We are allcommitted to
supportofHabitatcould be ·
.to start their acadeajc .career,
.making Xavier the best itcan be.
..,.heartbre~ and class . . ·
•·. ~so,n~.t1;l~tj9n,among_9ffi.9~~j~ ····
shown bySGA withou.t a
· ·· ·~~heduie~/· .wfuie ! .·...·
'minimize.Dotentiru conruc·ts tor.
,through 'ihefr.iracliiation-from Xu.. 'Consistentfeedb~k/dialdgiie ancf .'sizea61e.aonatioii:of ·~stlident
' appreciate and welcome
stUdents and maiintlze' the spread
both the student and the adviser ' ' interest, both' ofpi:aise and•·.
allocated funds .."
interest in any facetofour
·... of classes at all timeblocks. With
can access (via paper copy or ,onconcern, will help us all aehieve
An organization. ·
line) the student's academic ·
this goal ..Thank you for the
· office, I am disapi)ointed at
the flexibility for speciaiized •.
involved in false goodness, .
some inaccuracies of the
programsiri late afternoons, ·
' record~ It is ultimately the
ability to interact_; if only in print.
that of only .doing 'good when
. Newswire arucle. While Mr.
evening .and weekend classes,
student's responsibility for .
My direct phone .number is 745the recognition of the
Smith's statem~nt about class. scheduling improves wi.th each
'
compfoting their program.
'
2966 and e-mail address is
organization's .deed will be
· of~erings.and size may be ·
term. Class size limits are .: ·
. .
··Academic information is
SAUTER@admin.xu.edu.
seen. by the masses, should
overridden to accommodate ·
factual, it is lost in
· readiiy available. The revised
begin to que~tion its own just
student needs.
exaggeration .. Ml\lly of the
catalog, schedule of classes, web
causes.
I
fo my fourteenth year · · site and office newsletter "For the .
comments _do not accurately ·
This editorial is not
depict the depth of dedication .of my profession, and like many
:Record," have all been developed
David M. Sauter
intended as an attack on the .
and service by our office and
office S,ulffs, ·we are involved in.
with service to students, faculty,
Univ~rsity Registrar outgoing senate members. I
tbe university. I do not
our state and national organization staff, alumni and the community
do, however, urge the
in mind.··
·
·pretend that registrati()n is
for the' purpose of learning ~ew .
incoming senate members to
perfect, but certainly not the
technologies and staying abreast
· The list could go on_, and I
. keep these words in mind as
"hell on an otherniise
· · of new innovations. · We also have share these four examples not to
they are elected and take
heavenly cainpus"as stated
the chance to converse with
boast, but to once again reinforce
office for next year.
registrars across the country
that "continuous improvement" is
by Mr. Smith in the article.
Gentleman, because to my
I wish to clarify the
· regarding-office operations. I
built into every aspect of the ·
. knowledge, there were no
following statements made by would likeifo'share with you that
office. ~e see the positive side of
ladies elected to the senate, a
. Mr. Smith .
while the sch~duling ofclasses is · every s_itUation, even in ·the
donation is adonation. I
: Mr. Smith:"Just
an intricate challenge, Xa~ier
occasional errors We make. ] have
plead with you on.the good
summer's relaxation begins to enjoys considerable success. We · re-read carefully Mr. Smith's
reputaticmofthe Student
sink in, the burden of'another have deans and department chairs
article; and no fewer than four
The next time you walk past Government Association,
semester is flailed upon ·
who see the importance ofclass
staff members· have reviewed his . The University Center, take a
piease be consistent iri your ·
returning students~"
offerings and scheduling.We have · statements regarding a particular
close look at the Habitat for
future endeavors to allocate
· · Registrar clarificafaculty who willingly take dew
class offering and related issues.
.Humanity house which was
SGA funds. We all certainly ·
extra students into their class. ·we We will provide, as we typically _ erected as a show of support for
tion: I would not describe an
agree that student allocated
· have an office staff who spend
do, some follow-up to the ·
·
. education, Hie chance to
the cause of this organization. ·
funds should remai_n in
intense hours fine~tuning the ·. ·
better oneself, as a burden.
departments so the appropriate
Xavier's chapter of Habitat for
programs dedicated. to· the
With five weeks remaining in schedule. Mostly, however; we · · adjustments can be considered.
Humanity is part of a nationally .
students. If you do choose to
the semester, summer
have an entire university
Despite the sensationalism in Mr.
recognized organization dedicated donate in the future, please
· relaxation is still far off ...
community which takes student
Smith's article, I will respond as I to fighting homelessness with hard donate equally across the
after classes and final
concerris to heart, no matter how
normally do, examining additional work. Upon close inspection, you board and do not exclude
examinations. · Unlike many · big or small the issue ..
ways to provide accurate and
will surely notice that the two
fund allocations simply
Mr. Smith: "lguess it's niy effident service.
other schools, when Xavier
largest planks on the house bear
because they will not gain the
· students register, they know
fault for assuming college was
.Finally, I take exception to
the words, ''Senate supports
group recognition. ·
· exacUy what their nextterm's · aboutthe student's needs.''
Mr.·Sinith's closing paragraph in
Habitat for Humanity,'' and "SGA
schedule will be like. There
· Registrar clarification: .
which he states,·"There is no
· supports Habitat for Humanity."
Andrew Frasco
is no waiting until summer to You make an appropriate assump- · question that aspects of the
This is where I take exception to
sophomore
see what classes are. Instead, · tion. I ain at Xavier to help ·
registration and schedule process
this whole matter.
there are teri staff members
students· receive the finest
need serious attention." If time
Just before Christmas,
Letters to the Editor co11tinue
who work tirelessly with the · education possible and to make
were.spent with the Xavier ·
Buenger Hall council deCided to .
onpage8.
', ·the experience as positive as
. students during priority
Registrar's Office, Mr. Smith
have a fundraiser and to donate·

Registrar's,
office: works
hard for XU

am
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SGA should
follow their.
ownrul,es-
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t.hat the university never misspells message on her machine~on
my name when it sends me bills or Friday, spoke to her, and she said
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
asks for money.
she'd. call me regarding the
The university's.
interview. She never did.
Apparently, the people
I received, at least I assumed carelessness carries beyond this
cine
episode.
charged
with running Xavier do
it was for me, a notice in the mail
Last
week,
I
stopped
by
the
not
know
how the "real" world
that I was going to be presented an
Student
Activities
Council
(SAC)
operates.
A pre-show interview is ·
award in the "All-Honors Day"
.
office
twice
to
try
to
set
up
an
the
entertainment
world's··.
·ceremony on April 19. I say I
interview
with
comedian
Pauly
.
·
.lifeblood.
lhave
interviewed,
in
assumed it was for me because it
·
person,
athletes
Michael
Jordan,
Shore,
who
is
performing
was addressed to "Soran B.
tomorrow evening in the cafeteria. . Dennis Rodman, Ron Harper,
Baker." My first name is "Soren,"
Calbert Cheaney and Olympian
My
first visit was unsuccessful
.
with an e, not an a.
because
the
two
students
I.was
.Karch
Kiraly; musicians The.
Part of the reason I chose to ·
told
!needed
to
speak
with,
either
Fugees,
Ice Cube, Cypress Hill .
attend Xavier was because I
Sara Timmins or Desiree
· ·
and De La Soul;· and talk show
thought, and the people recruiting
Demonqreun, were not in the SAC host Bill Maher. Not once have
me stressed, that Xavier was
office. I later learned that
·
any of the people representing
special. Students got individual
Timmins.
was
in
Washington,
these
stars refused to give me
attention and care from the
D.C.,
wit~
Th~
University
Singers·
information
about how to set up
administration and their profes- ·
until
the
·
an
interview
with their clients. In
and
would
not
be
back
sors.
following
week.
fact,
they
usua:Ily
go out of their
· However, an oversight like
On
my
second
visit,
the
way
to
accommodate
press
this, especially when I am
students
I
needed
to
speak
with
inquiries.
supposed to
receiving an award
Once again, the people
were still unavailable, but Cynthia
as part of an event "Celebrating ·
Bellinger,
the
associate
director
of·
representing
Xavier showed how
the Academic,•Athletic and
major'
events
for
Xavier's
student
special
this
university
really is.
Leadership Achievements of
services, was .. I explained to her
This article recounts how a
Xavier's Finest Students" as the
"caring, sensitive" university
that I had,assignments to write,
envelope said, lets me know that
articles on Pauly Shore for The
cannot be bothere.d with the .
Xavier ha8 failed to distinguish
Cincinnati Post and The Xavier
correct spelling of a student's
itself from schools who. boast
Newswire and that I needed his·..
name which it intends to honor
enrollments the size of small
agent's
phone
number
so
I
co.uld
and
indicates how inanely and
cities .. They even spelled my
set
up
an
int~rview with him. She
arrogantly
the university's .
. name incorrectly on the event's
informed
me
that
I
could
not
have
appointed
representatives
can
program which lists those being
the
phon,e
·number
because
the
'
behave.
·
honored.
·
agencyc!~ei;pot,wantpeople " '.
. This aajq~~ should;l1ave ,
.. Xavier·
has
no
excuse
to
.
.
·.·
c~lling'themf~r.inte~ie;;.. ... . .. been an interviewwlth Pauly
make this type of mistake. In fact,
· Still, I persisted in my quest. Shore which could have possibly
no university presenting an award
· I called Demonbreun and left a
boosted campus interest and
to a student should make an
message explaining my situation.
therefore attendance at his·
oversight such as. this. It is ironic
I even saw her after I left the
performance.

BY SOREN BAKE!i

be

Homelessness: handouts not the answer
.'; ,'

meals and why they're still
simple as having some slumlord·
for my changed state of mind,
starving. I don't give hand-outs or not accept yoyr rent when, it's five since I refuse tomb and steaJ.from
BY TE' TRO AMARU
spare change because it rea:Ily
days late and evict you as result; my own people (call ita "black .
GUEST COLMUNisT
doesn't get a person anywhere.
With family twelve hours
thang.")
.
.
It's .the same concept as the Black away, limited friends who you . ·
Being virtually jobless and ·
Republicans: tokens only take you don't wish to intrude upon; and an with limited funds, affordable
for a ride.and then you're quickly · independent nature and will to
housing became a major issue and
back to where you started.
succeed - becoming ho·meless . a problem~ Sure I co.uld always
Don't get me wrong, I love
arrives very easily. Other fa(!tors
rent a house on)Vinding Way and
Have you ever thought
all my peoples with a passion
for the cause of homeless11ess may return to the infamous .
.
occur through the shortage 9{ . . . entrepreneuria:Iship to ·pay the :
about homeless people, other than from the down and outs to the
wishing they would bathe arici stop sell-outs, ..And although .the
-· affordable rental housing, mental.. e'normous and outrageous rent ..·
damaging your .nostril tissues?
homeless dilemma.transcends all' . illness, domestic violence and' . ;· · · But with so many prep kids ·actirig.
Better yet, do you 'even truly care · racial and cultural barriers, the
chemical dependency among ·
like cool kids, co11stantly .wanµng
. to get high on credit, gefb~sted,
about homeless people? Come on, question· is, how do we find a
others;··
· · ·
be honest with yours.elf. l(s just
meaningful and effective solution .
. . The Nati.onalLaw .Center on and then wanting to narc on you,
to the problem? Is developing
Homelessness and Poverty used a
I'm not with it. I'm too close to
you and me here and I can't even
hear you.
.. . .
soup kitchens, temporary shelters
projected a:nnualrate ofiricrease
fulfilling my dreams and in three
Well, I'm going to )(eepit
and passing out gifts of spare
of 5.percenttci produce a 1~96
to four years, I'll hopefolly be
racking intheciough anyway.
real. I'm not losing any sleep over change during the holiday seasons . estimate of 760,000 people·
America's homeless situation.
the answer? Or is the Personal
homeless on any given night and
Hard times· make you
And depending uponmy mood on Responsibility and WorkReconl.2to 2 million people who have
distinguish and realize who your.
any given day, I'm likely· to walk . ciliation Ac't of 1996, the answer? · experienced homelessness during
true friends are from the everyday
on or walk over a homeless person
Is having college students
one year.
hi-bye r.umor spreaders. The .
lying in my way. I don't give to
sleep outside in decorated
For the last seven to eight
public could learn a lesson from
charities because there's no telling cardboard boxes at Shantytown
weeks I was one ofthe homeless,
my family for their undying love
whose pockets are being filled and and promoting homeless
camping out on the Herald trairi.
and unconditional support (you'll
I don't believe that Jerry even has
awareness for a week, the answer? tracks and under the Victory .
have your BMW before you know
any kids.
Have you ever contemplated Parkway bridge, or sleeping in the it, M:ommy), or from Sherwin. ·
Also, Sally Struthers has
how and why it is that homeless
. study lounges of various dormito- Anderson (who I love like family)
gained at least 300 pounds since
people have come to find
ries I could get into. ·
who was alway~ there for me.
she initially asked people to send
themselves at such a low position
l used to joke about being
The public could a:Iso take a .
few cues from all the cool kids
money to help feed little Juju and in life? Not every homeless
homeless and inaintain that I ·
other starving children. So I'm ·
person isfazy or lacks the
would rob and steal before ever
who let me duck the cruel weather
sure you can conclude for yourself motivation to seek and secure a
living on the streets. I suppos~ a
by periodically crashing out at
•...1~~ ~f\IVhi.te peoplearefo~~.n~~~.,~ thei~.?laces (whenl'1Dkn;ocki~g;_
who has been eating the children's 'job. The reason could be as

a

heads professionally, fn remember who all helped finance my
~ducation over the years). And I
thank open-minded people like
· Pudgy and DMK who took down
the "No Niggers Allowed" signs
and gave me ·a place to sleep for
about two weeks. ·
So as li::ontinue to journey
on a mission for success while not
allowing anyone nor.anything to
~iock my dreams (evt:mifit means
··working at McDorialds, chaching). I'm leftcluelesi; as to the
· answerto the,pomeless situation
in America. The research I've
gathered shows there are more or
less hand-outs and financial
assistance given on the federal
level. But it's time someone, ·
-somewhere stopped providing
governmental dependency
programs for the. homeless and
begin guiding and teaching
homeless individuals how to
provide for themselves.
There is an old saying that if
you give a man a fish he'll eatfor
a day, but if you show him how to
fish, he'll eat for life. I'm just one
person with a lot of questions and
few answers to a problem that
affects all ofus(humanity)
wh~ther .we acknowle,dge it or not.

Baseball attacks A-10
BY TOM J)ECORTE .

·Ladies getA-10 split

.THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

For the last two seasons,
baseball team.has·reiied ·
Xavier's
'.-'wiU1·.three Il1eets·•1eftbefore.Uie'Atlantic IO Tournament,
·
.
6n
Y.o.ung
pl~yers to getth~m7 • • .
the Mtisketeer \\'Omen's tennis team is w0rking to break out of
.
selves
through
their conference
~heir recent slumpfo build up steam forthe:tourney, . ·.' . . .. ·.·
·
schedule.
This
year, Ute Muskie
.·. The Musketeers have dropped fo11r matches fo a row, and
veterans
are
asserting
iliemsel VeS ..
five ofilieirlast six. In the A-10, XU'hiislost two.in a row, and
·
and
the
result
is
a
5i
conference
. .
. . .·.
, · ..
.
three of Ute la8ffo\lt
record ..
,There is one more Atlantic 10 match cm the Xavier
·
"I feelgood aboutthe . .
schedule before Ute end ()f this season .• On Monday' Ute
. .direction of our team right now,"
Muskies will hostilie Univer:sity of Dayton: XU hopes to .
said head coach John Morrey .. ·
··
·
improve-its 3-3 cm1feierice'record.
"We need to keep pushing
.· .·Meghan Caton; Jll' s No: l singles player, has been
.
forward and get o'n a roll." .
ph1ying· weil ohate. She has .won two i~ a r9w, i~cluding a win
· The middie of the order has
. .. this. p~t weeke.nd against Louisville. c~to11: boasts the best
given Morrey every reason tofeelsingles record oiitheteam at 13-9.. .. . ·...
.
confident.
·.Senior tri-captain Mike
··· Freshman Kristen Wolf also boasts a J 3.~9 singles record.
Sak
has
de~troyedAilantic~lO
She fills won four ofherlastfive matcht:sin Ute No. 6 singles
slOt~·
·~ · ·.
.
. . .
· .
.
.
· pitching the last two weekends. ·
· ·The first baseman has a .412
will hit.the road to play at Akron thisSunday. The Aaver~ge
in six conference games
.
JO Tournament is atVirginia Tech next weekend. .
.
with.three home r:uns, 10 RBI, two ·
doubles and .two stolen bases, For
Ute season, ·sak leads Ute Muske·teers in home· runs (9), RBI (25)
· and stolen bases (10).
·. TheXavier men's tennis team took to the road for spring
"Mike Sak has really broken
break/playing foiir Atlantic 10 matches in the span offivedays.
Senior first baseman Mike Sakand head coachJohn !vf.orr_ey
· out at the plate during the last ten
The Muskies finished 3-2 in'ilieir conference meets, ·
discuss the team's hot start in Atlantic 10 conference play. They
days," said Morrey. "Obviously,.
defeating St. Joseph's, Dayton and LaSalle while dropping
.both agreed that it was a good thing, .
he's a big factor in our success:"
matches to Temple and George Washington.
outing against Cindnnati,.giving
·
Catcher Jim Dallio has also .. the.week. Otherwise,. good
Against St. Jo.e's, Xavier had an easy victory, 9-1. Greg
. stepped up in conference play. He . weekends don't do us much good: up only onerun in seven innings·
. McDaniel, Skip Redd, Eric Gaughan, Matt Dunson and Monish .
We want to have good overall . .·. of work. Hes.truck out nine
had a huge game on Sunday in a·
.
.
Patel ali .posted.singles wins. ·
record, too," Morrey said. ·
Bearcats and only allowed seven.
7-3 win over Tempfo.
In the 5-4 LaSalle victory, it came down to doubles. The .
.The top two starting
--bits:
Dallio went 2~4 with a · ' ~
team of McDaniel .and Gaughan came through· with a 8-4 win to
XU is hitting stride at the
pitchers, John Shish and Louie
homer•. a 9ouble and 3.RBI.
· . · ·.. · . .
. · .· ..
take the. mate~ .. · .· •.. ·
Witte, have also.been steady in A- · right .time. This weekend XU··
Dallio is second on the .teani. tliis.
· Patelleads the Muskies 'in singles match l,Vins with 12 on
···season w_j~h ~3- RBI. ._ .... :· -·._- ~IO action. Both huders have 2-0 · ··. :faces ilieir toughest conference
thes~iison and has a winning percentage. of :636. · • McDani.el is·. ··.
· opponen(Yirg~11i11T~c;h; in a.. .
Morrey said, "Hopefully ._·
conference records. ·
tiedfortpe team lead .in combined wins with 1Oin sirigfos and'
.· .
· three game series at Hayden Field;.
eight iii doubles, Skip Redd, also has 18 wins.
. ..
Jim's breakout game
Sunday..
Against Temple Satllrday,
"VirginiaTechis one of the .
Shish gave up only one earried run
Xavier also dfopped a non-coritererice meet to
When both he and Mike are. "
Georgetown on March 28, 6-1. · ·.·•· .. · · .· . .
. · .• ···. · ·. ··. ·
swinging the bat, it takes the
and seven hits ina complete game three or four most talented foams ,
we'll face this season.· They've:
pressure offofeveryone." ·
· Next up forthe netters is a road match against crosstown ·victory.
scored
consistently in double ·
Dallio continued his hot
riv.alCincirmati this afternoon. Starttiine'is 3;30 p.m. in
Witte struck out six in five
figures
and we need to take ·
·
hitting
yesterday
against
Cincin· ··Clifton.. XU then goes up to Dayton tomorrow to face off
and two-thirds innings in his win
advantage
of the home field," said'
ru~
homer
was
part
nati;
His
three
againstWright State at 3:30 p.m.
over Temple.
· . of a nine run third inning iliat· .
Morrey.
Witte has a7-irecord this
Morrey feel:; his. squad is
helped Xavier blow outilie
season· and leads Xavier starters
starting to get some stronger
. Bearcats, 17-1.
wiili a 3.33 ERA. Wiili 61
. '. During the iliird inning ··
strikeouts. and 73 innings pitched, ·confidence because of their league·
.
.·. Four·Xavier swimmers earned honors from Ute Atlantic
success,
barrage, Xavier went deep three
he averages almost one strikeout
.IO.this weekfor ilieirwork outside Ute pool. ·Three members of
times: Dallio's three ru~ shot, a
"We've started to develop
per inning .
. themett'sswim team; and one from Ute women's were named
three run homer from.second
some confidence, ll'ut we're at a·
"Louie and John' have
.fo.tlielJSAir-Atlantic IO.Winter Spcn1s J\.cademicAll-Confer-:
·. baseman ZachSwisherand tw~·
pitched well all year and hopefully criticai'stage right now. I don't
run dinger pff Ute bat of Jason
iliink we've turned the corner just ·
ence}'e~.. : .• '... . '
.
:
. .. ··. .
:
..
th~t wm continue. we've won
yet.'' · ·
· .
..·..
. · F,rqm. Ute fi.ien.' s t~am •. Dan,.Casey, Jami.e Christman· an~
· DuValL
.
these conference ·games with
· Joe Liebbld were.'. honored; Ca8ey is a junior economics major
The UCwin put Xavier's
This afternoon XU tllkesoq ,·
pitching, defense and timely
• frcmi D'ublin, OI:ii.0,. i Christman; who also won Ute conference .
Eastern Kentu~ky at 3 p.m; at ·.
·. record 6ver the .500 mark for the.
hitting," said Morrey: .·
i titJ,e 'in tile 50 frees.f.Yle event; is a senior accounting major from
· "What we really need is to . Hayden Field. ·saturday's doi,ible.
. first time iliis seasori, at i 8-17.
Greenwood Village; Colo. Liebold.earned ilieonly4.0of ilie:
Despite ilieir great A-10 record,
header wiili Virginia Tech s~·at
loek down that third spot in the
· A~lO hOnorees .•. He. is a natural sciences majorfrom Kettering,
·
noon,·as
does·sunday's ~ontest:· '. ·
...
~he
Muskies
have
been
unable
to
rotation,"
Morrey
said.,
."That
will
. .. ·. ' . .
.
.
Ohio. . .
. ... .
again~t the Hqkies. · · ·
.win:cc)nsistently during Ute week.. · be Ute key for iliis staff.'.'
Fol'. Ute 'Women~ senfor Therese sfiickiari~' wciS .ho~ored.
. "We have to get wins during
· Bill Peters had a great .· . .
.Stricklandjs a specfal education majorfrom Savannali; Ga.
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Men break even on break.
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•Baseball vs. Eastern Kentucky at 3 p.m.
•Men's Tennis at Cincirulati at 3:30 p.m. ·
•Men's Tennis 8t Wright State at 3:30 p.m.
.•Baseball vs. Virginia Tech ,at Noon•
·•Women's Golfat EastemKentucky Invitational ·
•Baseball vs. Virginia Tech afl\loon
.. . .
· •Women's Golf at Eastern Kentucky Invitational
•Women's Tennis at Akron at 10:30 a.m.
•Women's Tennis .vs. Dayton at 3:30 p.m.
•Men's Golf hosts Xavier Invitational
•Baseball vs. Northern Kentucky at 3 p.m.

Thursday, April JO
Saturday, April 12
Sunday, April 13

Mondaj, April 14
Tuesday; April 15

All home games are in bold·
··. · *indicates baseball doubleheader
Home baseball games are played on Hayden Field
Home tennis match!!S. are played on the XU Courts. in .the North Parking Lot
·-··,._
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ueen -City crowns Ladyi' Vols 1

(above left)_The NCAA
Championship trophy rests
. next tOJhetciol. of the trade,
an official NCAA basketball.

(above) The Riverfront
Coleslumwa.s packed and
..
rocking as Tennessee and Old. ·
Dominion battled in the title ·
qame.

,',I.

.(above) The Old
·were ea~Uy ther
. . They cheered.pr
· .· soon as the: Mon
(;ourl: for warmu1

Xavier plays boStto women's b3sk«:
· On Easter weekend, seeing· shrouds of
purple is not that unusual. But in Cincinnati,
everything but the.Ohio River seemed purple
this Easter as the :t:'lCAA Women's Final Four
came to Riverfront Coliseum.
.
I The coliseum itSelf rec~i~ed a'te~p0rary facelift that included lots ofpurple. Purple
banners hung on light posts throughout downtown welcoming visitors. A small army of
nearly 600 volunteers earned the nfokname of
''Purple People Helpers" for their fan-:-friendly
work while clad in purple warm-up suits.
_ Easter· Sunday night, however,· the
· purple became the background as Tennessee
orange became the primary color.. The Lady
Volunteers defeated Old Dominion in the
finals 68-59 to repeat as National Champions.
Xavier University and the Greater Cin'."

.
(above) Senior Abby·
. Conklin and junior Tiffani
·· Johnson share a. hug after .the ··
Terinessee Volunteer's Na-.
· ·tional. Chai:nionship. .Conklin .
· . set the record fodhree point
· accuracy in a Final Four:
. Johnson is a cousin of XU
·· ba'sketball player, T.J. Johnson.
(left) Tickets were in high
deimand all weekend on.
Fountain Square. It was
· sellers market: The two center
court seats in this scalper's .,
pocket were b.eing pedaled
for$400.

a

(right) Xavier student
volunteers were also part of
the action~ Here Matt Koenig
··and Amy Mille_r prepare the ·
_benches for game till)e.
·

cinnati Sports and Events Commission coI eVell if YOU did not get' a_tickettothe games,
hosted ·the tournament· That task included
i An open practice the day before the semifi.,.
welcoming more than 10,000 fans, media and
nals drew' 6,000 spectators. Nike took over
basketball· coaches .to town for the· games ...~.
Fountain Square and Swiffon Commons Mall
While, here, these guests spent an estimated,·,1 1 with. activities. , They even put ai:i'inflated
nine million dollars.. '
Swoosh on a barge and sailed if up: aitd down
(.
Despite the Olympic success
the·<
the Ohio River near downtown. .-· · ·
.
",.The Women's Basketball Coaches'As".'
U.S. National. Team, and the advent of two
professional basketball leagues for women,
sociation·'and nearly 3,000 of its members
the Final Four remains .the .pinnacle of
1 participated inannual meetings in:the Conwomen's basketball. In fact; its popularity is
vention Center.· Meanwhile, 300 or so media ·
rapidly increasing.
I SCOUred for free meals and good Stories
I throµghout Cincinnati.
·
This year's Final Four soldout the
16,000-plus seat Coliseum in a record time of
The fever of the .tournament was not
less than six hours, prompting the NCAA to
i just limited to Cincinnati. ESPN televised the
institute a lottery system to handfo the sale of
! ·game to a record audience. The network's
tickets next year. ·
·
·: 1coverage was seenin 2.85 million households
There was plentyto.do in.Cincinnati
I i(a 4.0 rating), setting a network record for a

of

.S

Ladyi' Vols NCAA Champions

~ Riverfront
::is packed and
.
ennessee and Old. ·
::ittled In the title ·

(above)The Old Dominion fans··
were ea~Uythemost spirited.·
. . They cheered·~:md chanted as ·
· .· soon as the: Monarchs took the
court for warm ups.

(above right) An ODU fan
takes a break between
games to read up on: the
Monarchs.
·

rs boSt..to women's basketball finals
women's: game. It was also the third m:ostcinnati Sports and Events Commission coI eVell if YOU did not get. a ticket.to the games.
watchedNCAA basketballgaine everinESPN·
hosted the tournament.· That ·task included
An open practice the day before the semifiwelcoming more than 10,000 fans, media and
nals drew· 6,000 spectators. Nike took over
history.
ForXavier,-the role of host meant cobasketball· coaches.to. town· for the· games .. -·
Fountai1?: Square and Swifton Commons Mall
.. ordinating several' aspects of the weekend,
While, here, these guests spent an estimated.-.1 1 with. activities. . They even put ai:i'inflated
nine million dollars.. '
(.
Swoosh on a barge and sailed if up: aitd down · ·· and supplying' many sb"rvfoes; aria ·~C>Iiillteers
Despite the Olympic success of the<
forthe event. In additiori,'the school received
the Ohio River near downtown. .- · · ·
.
U.S. NationalTeam, and the advent of two
_some national~xposure in the forni of televi~ .
",.The Women's Basketball Coaches'Assion coverage.
·
·
professional basketball leagues for women,
sociation·'and nearly. 3,000 of its members
Friday .night,:: between the ·semifinal
the Final Four remains .the .pinnacle of
1 participated in annual meetings in.:the Conwomen's basketball. In fact; its popularity is
games, all eyes were onSchrnidtFieldhouse
vention Center.· Meanwhile, 300 or so media ·
rapidly increasing.
where a yirginia woman attempted a tlireeI scoured for free meals and good Stories
I throµghout Cincinnati.
·
This year's Final Four soldout the
point shot for $1 million dollars. Her under.handed effort bounced high off the backboard.
16,000-plus seat Coliseum in a record time of
The fever of the tournament was not
· Not to worry. Shestillreceived$50,000
less than six hours, prompting the NCAA to
i just limited to Cincinnati. ESPN televised the
institute a lottery system to handfo the sale of
for her efforts.
! ·game to a record audience. The network's
tickets next year. ·
·
·: 1coverage was seenin 2.85 million households
There was plentyto.do in·Cincinnati
I i(a 4.0 rating), setting a network record for a

'

i

'cabove) Volunteer head
. • coach Pat Summi.1:t eel-.
· , . ebrates her sixth Champion-.
" · ship with seniors Abby Conklin
, and Pashen·TholTlpson.· The
·. Lady Vols were the. first repeat
:champions since Southern
··.Cal in 1982-83: ·
(left) All the athletes
were very·accessible to
autograph seekers and fans,
especially during Thursday
afternoon's open practice
sessions. Here Old Dominion's
Natalie Diaz inks a shirt for a
young fan.
(right) ESPN analysts
Robin Roberts, Mimi Griffin,
and Rebecca Lobo provided
in-depth coverage all week-·
end from the Coliseum. Here
they are filming a segmentfor
. ESPN's "Sportscenter."
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Laxers second .in.·midwest
BY TOM DECORTE
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE·

Led by the play of Kevin
French, the Xavier lacrosse team
continued their successful spring
sea5on fast weekend with 6~5
.win over Kentucky> · · · ··
The .win upped the team's ·
. re~ord to 3-l and p~tthemin sole
possession of second :place in the.
Midwest Division of the National
· Collegiate Lacrosse League: ·
French scored·twogoals ·
against the Wildcats, ·his first two
of the. season'. Als.o adding goals
were Dave·Bridges, Scott Kraege,
Chris Raabe and Matt Tobin~
Goalie ~rian Kenney stppped 11
Wildcat shots.to preserve tlie win.
Bridges is the teartl' s
scoring•leader with nine goals.and
. seven assists in •four games.
Kevin Hastings has also added ·
solid.all-around play with four
goals and five assists.
The Musketeers will try to
improve their ranking with two
home games this weekend. They
.. will play Fnday night at 7 p.m.
against Ohio University and
Saturday at 2
against
Marquette University. Both
games are at Cohen Field.

a

p.m.

Defense earns championships. So does winning. Defender Jim
. Johnson has helped the lacross.e team accomplish both this season.

XU boxer in national finals--...---......_____. . _
. BY TE'TRO AMARU .
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE .

. . . On Saturday, April5, the ·
Xavier Boxing Team hosted. the
Midwest Regional Championship·
bouts in Schmidt Fieldhouse .. The
lone Muskie boxer in the competition, sophomore Doug Nunn, won
the 139·lb. Regional Title by way
of a walk-over.
Though uncontested, Nunn
stiUboxed on Saturday in an ·
exhibition match. He easily
defeated his Miami University
· oppon.ent with il series of coinbinations.
Nunn, a psychology major
from Louisville, was a runner-up
in last year's regional competition.
He placed second to the eveµtual
National Champid'n;Slone Hollis
of the Air Force Academy.
.
With the help of coach Doc.
Compraetto and trainer Billy
Compraetto; Nunn has helped earn
recognition for the Xavier boxing
. program. This is to the delight of
his brother, Bi:ad, who is the
current president of the Xavier
Boxing Club. Nunn credits his
coaches, brother and Ryan Bates
with helping him get stai1ed in. the ·
sport.
·At age 19, a future in the
sport is possible, but-it is not
likely that Nunn will pursue it. He
·is opting to work towards a career
in physical therapy.
·
·
Nunn will attempt to ups~t .
the defending champion in this
. year's finals. He leaves Thursday
for the National Tournament in
Annapolis, Md. He will box twice.
in the tournament that runs both
Saturday and Sunday. ESPN2
will be providing coverage of the
matchc;:s on a delayed schedule.

PeNanallZed,
~·dldy

plans,

tdored to ,....
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expert teeehen who

know .the tests
......... aid.

Proven methods,
auaranteecl to

ralM your score.··

and

· the . . . . In test prep
adm&sslonseollnsellng

photo by loin DeCorte

Xavier boxer DougNunn, on the left, battles a Miami opponent.

200/o MARCH DISCOUNT

FOR ALLXAVIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS!l
We glJarantee· you at least 7 po8$lble.
.

.

.

- Scholarships, Grants, Fellowships, ·Loans
from our HUGE database!

·

FAST SERVICE/
For free Information and 20% dlscOunt, dip and
send this ad with your name and addresa to:

Tuition Assistance Program
.·. 9783 Bunkerhill Lane
Montgomery, OH 45242
. Th' one you lcno_w vo~ can ~·
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John t:arroll ·IJnlvcrslfJ

.......

summer 1997
Our catalog ·of summer classes is ready .to be mailed to
you. The catalog gives you a complete listing of our
course offerings, special workshops, and travel programs.
Call today for our Summer 97. Catalog.
. Call 216-397-4257
or e-mail CGIBBONS@
JCVAXA.JCU.EDU
.

Sessions beginning
May, June, and July

.
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AS THE WORLD
ECONOMY BECOMES INCREASINGLY INTEGRAtEi>~·
.
.
. ·' · . : .
lllS VITAL THAT TODAY'S MANAGERS B~ WELL-VERSED ·
. IN

INrER~ATIONAL

)'

BUSINESS SKILLS, ..

. POLITICS
AND
· WORLD CULTURE.
.··,_.
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PEACE CORPS.
,''N.E.EDS YOUR SKILLS
l.

· Saintlouis·U~lv~~s~M~'u~l~·u~.!ne~·yi!a~, fuD·time p~ogram provides i::· .·. ,
.
, ,_ ,
0
.. . .a. . .*~'1.9
ac~~e.'!1~~:f~~n~9'!~111n.1~t~n1.atfon.aL~usmm
t~o~gh
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -·: ............ , •. ; •. -.
---- .. > ·..· . · . , .• , ...
..., ...
comparat1vupproach ,to United Stat~s and Asian business.
~p;.,;;i~. . :.
·
-~._,_

~--

-~:H•l:Ll.PP·INE·S

If you ore o professionol 111id~evel manager or recent gmduote who desires to:
• Broo~~n y~~r:·p~~~~i~~ inlo,gfob~I rnorkets ·:o· .;'" : _, ...
• _., Sh~rpen· y~u~ohifr~·tom~k~ ~ffe~ive~anogeme~I decisions·

.. J·

• Enhance your opportunities for career advancement

•

• ...

\/Ve are recruiting st~dents
who will graduate in 1997
. . . alld 1998 for volunteer
positlons in Education, Environment,
Agrkulttire, Business, Health, Youth· ·
Development, and other areas.
•• i·
, .;r
Call today to discuss your
qualifications;

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

THE MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSl,,ESS
Will GIVE YOU THE ADVANTAGE.

·~ 1:8_?2,:~~!o

· Saini Louis University is one of .only 22 business schools in the United States offering
.. international business degree~ at ·the umlergraduate, .master and Ph.D. levels. The
. Institute of International Business also offers a 1wa-year, part-lime Executive Master's
Degree in International Business that is designed for !he working execulive.

http://www.peacecorps.gov
Online application available at
. http://www.peacecorps.gov/www/vrs/kita.html

FOR PROGRAM INFORMATION,

·contact Saini Louis University's Institute of International Business,
. School of Business ond Adminldrallon, 3674 Undell Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108.
Call 314/977-3602, fax 314/977-7188;
or e-moil: mccaffdni@slu.edu

.

SAINT LOUIS
UNIVERSITY

-.-.:$<
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,,,._,a ·.'Devil' doesn't dazzle
BY SOREN BAKER .

XU 'Monologues'
"Monologues," an exhibition of paintings and
ceramic works by four artists, wiIJ be on display in the
Xavier University Art Gallery from April 18 through
May2.
The humanoid forms of Amanda K. Adamczyk's
ceramic sculptures depict the artist's reflections on many
of humanity's common experiences .. ·
She uses the coil technique to create hollow pieces
and finishes them in a pit fire to achieve a worn, smoky
effect.
Christain Smith has _created large-scale paintings
which demonstrate interactions among abstract and
natural forms ..
His utilization of rags to apply the paint engenders a ·
free expression intended to evoke an emotional response
from the viewer.
. . ·
The large ceramic vessels created by Jennifer
Barnes· are influenced by the simple forms of southwest
Pueblo pottery, while acrylic paint is used to capture the
bright intense colors inspired by Russian lacquer boxes.
·
Many of the animals Barnes depicts ~e endangered
species, and reflect her own concemfor ecological
awareness. . . . .
.
Robert MirrtZ' s paintings are an exploration in·
acrylic transparencies celebrating unity and connectedness.
The Xavier University Art Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, from noon to 4 p.m.
Persons ~eeking more information may call the
Gallery receptionist at 745-3811.
·
·
·

I·
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With mega-stars Harrison
Ford and Brad Pitt headlining
'The Devil's Own," expectations for an entertaining and
exciting movie are high.
However, the·sparksthese
two provide never lead to
fireworks'in the Alan J. Pakuladirected motion picture, and
result in a subpar film that had .
the potential to be noteworthy ..
·Ford portrays Tom
O'Meara, ano-nonsense,' playby-the~rules New York City
p6lice officer, while Pitt is Rory
Devaney, an Irish terrorist who
assumes the name Frankie
McGuire when he arrives in th~
·United States ona:mission to
buy missiles.
Ford plays his honest cop
.. role superbly, and his few,
scattered conversations with .
wife Sheila (Margaret Colin),
are among the most powerful ·
· moments in the film .
.After discovering that his
partner, Edwin Diaz (Ruben
Blades), shot a criminal in tlie
back, O'Meara decides he wants
to retire from the police force~·
But when
finds
Devaney's enormous sack of
·. inoney and unearths his real ·

he

·
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• ThurSday at 8 p.m. DICK DALE with The ·
Greenhornes. · .· · ·
.
. ..
Tickets·are $10 in advance and $12 at the door.
• .Fridilfat 8:30 p.m. THE BACK DOORS with
Clearly Transparent.
. ·
Tickets
$10 in advance and $12 at the door.
• Saturday at 8:30 p.m. MORRIS DAY & THE
Til\1E with Janice. . .
.
Tickets· are $18.50 in advance and $20 at the door.
•. Sunday at 8 p.m. AVERAGE WHITE BAND .
with Ray's Music Exchange.
Tickets are $13.50 in advance and $15 at the door.·
• Tuesday at 8 p.m~ THE TOASTERS with The
·Scofflaws and Lee Harvey Skaswald.
Tickets are $7 in advance and $8 at the. door...
... Tickets may be purchased at the Bogart's box ·
offic:e in Correyville or by phone through TicketMaster
at 562-4949. ·
. ~.. Doors open one hour prior times listed
above.
.... Tieket prices do not include service charge.
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to

.

'

Women's 'Legacy'
"Continuing the Legacy," an exhibition featuring 70 works by 10 families of women artists currently
or formerly working in Cincinnati, will be on display
at the YWCAWomen's Art Gallery at 898 Walnut
Street in downtown Cincinnati beginning April s,
. The exhibition offers a perspective on the
· developmentofthe fine arts tradition by generations of
Cincinnati• women.
"Continuing the Legacy" will feature.fiber
works, collages,·paintings, sculptures, prints and a
video.
.
.
An opening reception, which will include wine
and a light buffet supper, will be held on April 8 from
5:30-7 p.m.
The gallery is open Monday through Friday,
from 9 a.m.-8 p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
The display will be shown until May 31.
Persons seeking more information may call
241-7090.
'
'

Though Ford and Pitt .
· deliver strong performances,
their talent is wasted by a dry,

Harrison Ford(left) and Brad Pitt look far from thrilled in "The
·
Devil's _Own."
·
and often unmoving, script.
become intimate with O'Meara
The twoare shown ·
and Devaney'slives, it makes
bonding over games.ofpoolata
for bOring viewing..
· ..
local tavern and at a party at
The viewer knows Ford's
O'Meara's house.
character well, and is not
Devaney also .shows his
·surprised by his noble actions,
less violent side while cleaning a .. . but Devaney seems much less
frigate with his transplanted Irish·. threatening.than an Irish ·
pal. ·
·
.· terrorist needs fo be, and he,
These dialogue..:free scenes
wastes plenty oftitne with'loye
signify the movie: empty action
interest Megan (Natascha •. · ·
with little or no substance.
· ·. :M:cElhone), the sister of on(l. of
. . ..
All of this e~traneous ·..
·.•·.hi.'sde_. ad_ ._I~.~h.,,.c. o.. JPI'.,ad.·,-.e,. s,·,_·.·<:. .-:.·_,;,:.;.•.· . . ,_
· i66~ib~~6-~1J'ii1i~~;·~gJji~~ily
· Because of these shoitomitte<I from the two-hour min. .. colliings; 'The Devil's Ovvn'.'· ·
. While it could beargued that
•fails the most basic of movie '
these scenes allow th~ viewer to
prl~ciples: to entertain. • ,,

Complex life with. 'AbbottS'
BY MATT TOTH
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

"Inventing the Abbotts" is a
very surprising film. ··Even.
though it is set in the 1950s, this
story.of love, obsessio.n~~rid · . ·
identity pan be told in filiy· time · •
frame.
This is the tale of three· ··
years in the lives of five teenager~
in a small Illinois town?The Holt
brothers, Doug and Jacey, come , · ·
from a poor'wqrking class family,
while the three Abbott girls come ·
from an exclusive, lush back~
ground filled with birthday parties
and constant wealthy surprises;.·
· From left, Li~Tyier, iennifer Coimelly andJoanna Going portray the
But the Holts and-Abbotts
.
. . wealthy Abbott sisters in "Inventing the Abbotts.
have a secret that affects each one
of them and complicates their
revelation. of an old family secret
Rocketeer") and Billy Crudup
lives.
·
. creates new friCtion between the .
("Sleepers").
The Holt brothers blame the two sides, and eventually betwe_en
The film is at times VefY:
Abbotts for destroying· their lives.
the two brothers: .· .
-funny and.shocking, and' it has a
So Jacey, the oldest of the two,
This film was good because timeless ro,ma11tic qu;llity to it It
decides to wreak havoc in the
it features iittle~known actors.
proves that teenagers in the '50s
Abbott family by getting involved Also, Michael Keaton.' s narration
had as many problems and
with the Abbott girls just.to create of the film was well-placed.
frustrations as kids do today, and
tension, primarily for revenge:
th,at in the end,.love will fix ·
The story was at times
· Doug, on the other hand,
predictabfo and vague, but it still
. everything. .· .
likes to live life as simple as
When "Inventing theheld the audience's interest
. possible and takes. things the way
because of the performances of
Abbotts'' ends, I think you will be
they are.
Liv Tyler ("That Thing.You · · ·• . happy that you just spent two
But the startling new .
Do!"), Jennifer Connelly ("The .
hours in the dark.
· ·
II .·
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'The Saint,' a reel .action hero
BY PATRICK AYERS
EDITOR/PUBLISHER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

In an age of mindless
action. slaughterfests, Pararnount Pictures' "The Saint''
manages to pull off a minor
miracle.
·. It's an intelligent, well
acted _adventure movie that is·
exciting without being excessively violent.
Simon Templar (Val
Kilmer) is a master thief and a
genius with disguises.
He excels at breaking _
into high security areas and
stealing the most heavily
guarded oftreasures.
Templar is hired by
power-hungty Russian billionaire Ivan Tretiak to steal the
formula for cold fusion from American scientist Emina ·
Russell (Elisabeth Shue). · .
In the process of swiping
theforrnula,Templar falls in
love with Emma and discovers
Tretiak is a-first-Class scumbag;.
. - · He then bas tci use hllof
his considerable skill to save
Emma and keepTretiak from
' taking over Russia;
-·
. .. Templar'.s mrun skill iS
·-his ability to quickly s~ftfrom
persona~to persona; .: ·' ·. ·' .• ·
app·ears
Russian
bodyguard on~ minute, a South
American businessman the·
· next, each timetaking'the name
of a Catholic saint.
·
~lmei;- gets to show.real - ·
range as the character goes :
- . through t:llese quick chariges.
It's Kilmer' s excellent

: ".He

as' a

· grasp of subtle nuances in
diated, bodylariguag~ anli
attitude that make the changes
believable, and is one of the
things thatmake the movie fun
to watch;
Shue's character is, for the
most part; a welcome change
frcim the stereotypical female
action role.
She's innocent, but
wickedly clever and equal to the ·
task of keeping up with her male
counterpart.
She only does an obviously stupid thing once, which
is way below average for female
roles in action movies.
_
Shue gives a good
pe1forffiance, especially considering there's Jess depth to her ·.
character than Kilmer' s.
The film is set in Russia
and England, and both locales
· provide an interesting backdrop
for the action.
-Russian architecfure has a
·. ·_ dassiCal look which is especially pleasing on film, and a
scene setin Red Square is .
impressive for the pure, size of
· the focation. ·· ·
The nfoestthing about the
film is to see hero (alltoo rare
· these days)that predominantly
uses his .witSrather than his
fists. · " - :·nespifo being a thief,
.· TempiarJs a filOral.~an, and.
· 'The Shlnt" is' the first action
·movie I can ever remember
seeing in which the main
Elisabeth Shue and Val Kilmer fall in love in "The Saint."
character kills no one.
This, combined with the
surprisingly welcome (at least
fairly family-oriented flick.
over muscles; ~hich may be a
I look forward to a
- for me because I have a ten- .
.The ending is a little
sequel, ii:i. which the fllmniak- letdown for anyone expecting
dency to curse like a sailor) lack
drawn out and, like the rest of ·
a traditional aetion-oriented
ers will hopefully be able to
of profanity, make ''The Saint'' a , the film, stresses intelligence
pull off another miracle.
finish.
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- .·On· their debut set;_,;Sex,
Money A~~:pydal," theQlll(land,, .':
Calif., i:ap. crew Cydal coyets the ·
-same groti11d scores th&t others . . i
haye already:narrateclwithout _ ·
adding anything signi:ficantto tlJ.e-- discuss1·0·· n·.·.f_.
-: · ..... · ·-'-·: . ·
: T-l:;uni and Mr~_ Eklipse', covei:wellchartered tercltocy:ofr
cuts like, -"Definition Of ATljug .
··i.ov,er/1 ~'Make My Livin';;;luid.
"Cuties• A.rtd Condoms;''. _) • .,
- . · . ,.Tii~1 du~'s rhymesilfe:, ._:
:- -.•. adequate;.b,uttheir voices:iti)d ...·.
- petspebtl\lesJail to sepilr~te U1em
·:from.th~ (;o'mpetitiofi .... '. ::/'.'·····_ .·.:
. ,.... :·-/Musfo~ly •• howev~r.,this" .• ·
i . . ~ . ''. ; . '

· . . :-~··:~~::x~i~~~:~;k~~-.~rw~:·::.;'.· :·:'.)
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The two revise lyrics from
Family."
Digital Underground, the Beastie
Superia raps with a somber
Boys, EPMD,and.Eric B. and
insight to the vicious cycle of
Rakim, among-others, which are
violence that affects the black
sure to excite listeners who are
community.
familiar with _thes~ artists' work.
Unfortunately, the. music
While Cydal's"Sex, Money will likely.cause this powerful
And Cydal" features enjoyable
song to get O\'erlooked by radio
program~ers. beats but suffer&· because of its
deeent lyrics, Mother Superia's
"Set 'Em Free'' covers
''Levitation'~ falls victim to sub"'
abusive relationships and urges
par music.
people to demand respect and care ..
.. The Miami native spits
from their significant others. This tightly pennedlyrics, but the often is, no doubt, a worthy message,
overly-sparse and far from
but the weak background vocal
exciting musical arrangements
arrangement and noneffective
guitar licks detract from yet
backing her :flow detract. heavily
from her positive message. another powerful lyrical moment.
"Check The Lyrics" will
Superiafirst gained atten- .. ,
· tion three years ago with "Rock
certainly have fans f~llowing its
order because the uninspired drum Bottom," ode to her locale.
track and other sounds comprising
This-cut is one of the best on' .
the music don't excite. .
"Levitation," but it is curious that ' -. •
Even the KRS-Oneher better work was recorded early
produced ''Revelation," "Where U in her career. · ·
At," and "Superia Skills" feature
''Levitation" will not make ·
average beats. .
.
Mother Superia a household
An off-:-balance drum pattern name, but it lets fans know that
hobbles the lyrically strong "Black someone understands their pain.

an

. M~th~r
Superia ·~ debut, "Levitation,
"features worthy lyrics but
.
unexciting beats.
.

·. . W,eigltt~,l,'lj.~st; Doug ~~Q~di .
-. Bos~ko ana Ali Malek prov.ide - · • ,. •funky; hlghly addictive beatSthaf' ·
"Hollywood," the album's
. - often draw:the ear away fioni ,the -: , . first single, is a comical warning
-_ ' abOut selling out
decent lyrics T-Luni and Mi-.
Eklipse supply.
Here, Cydal shows definite

promise over a tight funkinfluenced track, but this quality
.isn't matched anywhere else on
the set. ·
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Hun1ana plays art for the ages
'

'

surrounds the entire stage. The
circular
design helps "Private
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Eyes" as its humor and plot
unfolds and washes across the
audience like a wave. :·
The second highlight was
The world watched as the
performed in the Victor Jory
doors of the Actor's Theatre of
Theatre, which is a blackboxLouisville closed once again. In
.
designed stage. This theatr.e
its wake, the international prefeatures the audience surrounding
miere of six new plays.
three quarters of the stage. This ·
The 21st annual Humana
intimate seating increased· the
Festival continued its tradition of
intensity of the play "Polaroid
celebrating the talent and imporStories and Songs from a Girl with
tance of the playwright. Many
contemporary and groundbreaking No Tongue" by Naomi Iizuka.
writers have produced their works Inspired. by Ovid's "Metamorpho- -.
ses," Iizuka plunges the Greek
in the city known for its baseball
myths into the modern day world
bats and horse races.
of runaways, victims and predaPlays such as "Extremities"
tors.
by William Mastrosimone and
Although powerful in its set
· "Keely and Du" by Jane Martin
design, and flashing lights, the first
have found their humble beginact of the show is flimsy in pfot
nings at the Actor's Theatre.
and weak in character.
This year featured the
During the intermission, one
premiere of six new full-length
wonders if the impressive techno ·
plays and a series of 10-minute
music and in-your-face monoshorts. One of the highlights of
logues are enough to keep you
the month was the play "Private
there for the second act, or is an
Eyes" by Steven Dietz. In this
early arrival to the Old Spaghetti
comedy, Dietz undertakes the
Factory in order?
typical play-within-a-play plot,
Fortunately, "Polaroid
multiplies it by 10 and places the
Stories" delivers a great conclu.:.
entire situation in a therapist's
sion in plot and character as the
office. Confused? That'sthe
street-born gods are committed to
point.
· their fates and laid to rest.
Dietz weaves razor sharp
The play starts off as eye .
wit and the constant question of
'
and ear pleasure but
candy
which story is the tl'.Ue story. Lee
•Angela Reed and Jonathan Epstein in•.Carol:K.- Mack's ..'<.Jn Her Sight.'i~ · The play is a part•of the 21.st Annual
. Sellars brilliantly plays ihe ·role-of · "evolves.into modern tales of the
··
Humana jlestival.
·
· · ·
horror and hope of the street.
Matthew, the key character of
"Private Eyes," delivers an
The festival al.so featured
the play "In Her Sig~t" by Carol
to be as fascinating the history
and bards to try their hand at this · · ·
However,. the play delivers
energetic and believable trip into
·K. Mack. Based in 18th century
of its setting.
Jess than thorough characters and
aged profession, know~ng that .'.
his perceptions.
Europe, a blind pianist is crired 'of a ve'ry unconvincing story. ·
The Actor's Theatre of
they have a place that appreciates
"Private Eyes" also benher affliction. The price of ·
. The story of "In Her Sight" · Ll>uisville has once again held a
their importance and.uilent.
efited ·by being P.erlormed in the
loss of her
gaining her sight is
mentions historical figures such as . -festival of uncanny pfays funded
Perlormances of "In Her
Bingham Theatre. The Bingham
musical abilities. ·· ·
· Benjamin Fi:anJdin and the
·
· by a generous grant from.the
Sight'' will be held through April
is designed after the theatre-in"ID Hei: Sight" is a wonder · · interesting belief in techniques
· :Jlumana Foundation.
the-round style made popular by
13.
of a set and costume; everything · such as bloodletting and elecThe Humana Festival
Persons seeking more
early Shakespearean plays in the
troshock therapy.
· <fontinues the tradition of inspiring information may call'800-4ATL-from powdered wigs to bell- ·
Globe Theatre.
TIX.
.
Unfo1:nmately, the story fails '··f\1ture generations o~~faywrights
Here, the audience seating
. shaped gowns stimulates the eyes. .
BY JAY KALAGAYAN -
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"We know we.have to grow.

'.• as the music gmws,"'Ortiz said..

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

, "Our music is something
like the Allman Brothers;"
Widespread Panic's percussionist/
vocalist Domingo S. Ortiz said
during a recent phone interview.
"We're in that ballpark, but not on
the field. We're sitting on the
·
bleachers." ·
The band will take the stage
at the Taft Theater on Wednesday,.
April 16 at 8 p.m. Tickets to the
show are $18.50 and $16.50.
Widesp~ead Pa;.?ic haii~
from Athens, .Ga.. Thfband had
its origin in 1986 ~hep vocalist/
guitarist John Bell an4 guitarist/
vocalist Michael
Houser,
who
.
-' 1··.
were college pals at th¢.University
of Georgia, hooked.up\with Ortiz,
keyboard player/vocal(st John .
Hermann, drummer TOdd Nance
and bassist/vocalistDave Schools.
"After the release. of 'Space
Wrangler' fthe hand's ~r.c;t

'

. down-to-earth attitude.

BY SHAUNA PoPE

"We cater to everyone; nowadays,
it's notso much the band/it's that
.• people want to see a.good sh.ow.
'They don't want to just come hear
the one song off the radio. They
. want to capture the whole experi~
ence and enjoy the whole evening .. · · ·
. · "People want to hear good
. ·- .. ·.. _.. •
. .
··:. . .:'.'·_.
... ·- •· ·:_.. -_··._ .._:.::.;_;;. ~·->_ . .· - .-··r . ·:_:~. _. :;;_:'.:·'..:-,:.'· _·
_,.-___ .· ..
.music, and a lot of people think
Front left; Widespread Panic: Domingo-Ortiz, John Bell, MichaelHoUS,er; Dave Schools/JohnHennann
that's what we give them."
.
andToddNance,·
.~:,~\l'''·
;;·;:~·,.->'.··.·
While b_eing able to sell.
albums and pack concert hall~· is
1
the standard by whichmost bands . ·
1
ineaiuie their success;\Videspread ·,
gia," Orti:i{i;frid .. "One thing led to rele~e] .·We had agreattime · - · · · .. Staples'• ~···:" ,.,,, •• ,,,.,,_.... · .•.. ·
humble idea' ' .
another, an<f\\re signed with.·· ' '
getting
i'
' - Panic has a
it
riieah~'to
'be.success~
about
what
Capriconf [R~~ords]."
..
·.. resp<>~.~~ °'an ·we did. with the lai>t: •:;:•"'. o. ~fojhat sogg)'j(
· e · .. ,
•· .• '.-"-'[-:'"··: ·'
;_j '
Since then, the band has
'atbum.····
..
. ..
,..• ')i:'tJ~rurtg a c@~ ful.
,.;• :·.·
·"It's hard to describe'wtiat
released. rotif '~th~r iilb~ms:the ' ' '
•...• ' ''We had atough time
~r-;·: said.,' ~-~~ - '' :~.' 'e'honor of
suc:cessis,'' Ortiz ~iii&-''To us,•· .
. most rec~ri(being "Bombs & ' ,
ciecidillg which songs to put on the '(
'"dog him~i?filid V(ifen he did -..
. Butterflies,'' which cam~ out in
rubum,"h~ said.
sai down· .•. ·;~·, ,} song,it ~~~llg~~;t~arsto our · ' it's being able tO perlohn. -it'.s '
something all of us in the barid
early March.
. . . . and cµs~us$ed, and we feel that we .\''¢'yes~ .. We added a}i~ij¢ up- ·
have wanted to .do since we were
made a good decision choosing · ·.·'.te~pci and P¢i~ussiWil":t(; it." ·
· "We ai~ays'try hnproVe
high to a tadpole. we feel :
knee
each album," Ortiz said. "With
them.".
.·.. .
.·. , .
· '>·:.' · The orl~nal:~ongs.onthe
fortunate to be doing what
this alb~m. we tried t~ add some
.
Th~ debut single from .
. ·aibum refieci:Wid~spread. - ...
want to do professional~y ."
·
~lement to where.it s6unded 100 · "Bombs &':Butterflies,'' "Hope Iri Panic's experj¢nce.~~d their·

. ··

:>-: ..

;!~;~~ :U~ ~~t~~ :~:~~~eor- · ·~;d~~:;~a:·:·t;;~~;~: ·. . -. ~f~;;~:~~*{~;~i~:[~;:;.· .
d,?,i~~'it}'and.w~'re

abe~: '!- .• ''w,he~~!¥.;

~~~i~n:
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"Meet Me In Uptown," which
they independently produced, in.
Tfffi_.~).yrn(NEWSWIRE
March of 1996.
·
. "We wantec;lto ultimately
· · :: i\fter~tajdng theirJ1o~etown ·
have control of our record," Bon
said. "[Producing the record
by· stqqn; theJ~hicago-base& ,
ourselves] was a way for us to
Mighty mueJGngs hit the road to •
bringtheir ltigq~energy live show··
get a hands-on experience of
to the rest.ofthe'coimtry.
.
being in the studio."
.· :Tiley will stop in Cincinnati
However, the band is
hoping to sign with a label for
on Thursday foran 8 p.m. show at
distribution purposes.
Sycamore Garde~s:
.
Atatil11e.when many
"We're going through the
. successful bands have the same
courtship thing with different
· ·style, the Mighty Blue Kings are.
record companies," Bon said.
one of the_ few bands that have
"It's just a matter of finding the
achieved popularity by playing
right people to facilitate our
something different.
. needs with our music and our
"I try to describe our music
band."
However, even without a·
without pig~onholing myself," .
said lead singer Ross Bon during a
label to help distribute "Meet
re.cent phone interview. "Our
Me In Uptown," the album has
influences come from jazz, jump
experienced considerable
blues'and R&B.. We have a high
success.
energy style of playing those.
It hanold over 25,000
. "When
were getting .
copies since its release.
started,! wanted to pudogether' a
"It's above and beyond
band like something I would want
what I expected," Bon said of
to go see. We [Bon, guitarist
the album's success.
Gareth Best and bassist Jimmy
. . · .. . . .
...
..
. .
.
"I'm happy' but I'm not
Sutton] had a pretty good id.ea . , .
Th'i_!f!ightj1ilue Kings playSycamore_ qardens on Thursday.
satisfied," he said.
about whatwe\vanted to d6r Iri
. .
. .
..
Concertgoers, however,
.'.'cloesnit have anytlJiilg to ~o>with
Bon also said The Mighty · live shows is band members'
trying to facjlitate our needs/we.
will undoubtedly be satisfied
had to go through some perfonriel · ~lretro thing; we· try to;bring ·
Blue Kings' music ''doesn't fit the attire.
with Thursday's show.
.· •". - . ·. ·.· . '.:the music back to life," he said.
formatof the way music is today.
changes."
They wear suits to all of
The Mighty Blue Kings'
Bon, BestM,d Sutton finally -~''It's hap~ning now. It's someWe'.re not a band thatfits the .
their performances. .
pleasing swing blues, coupled
radio program. Through touring,
· ·~r want to be pleasing both with what isreputed to be a
found a line-up that works: Jerry
thing l thinkis timeless, or we
want to make it timeless. It's b.een we hope to get the program to fit
DeV.ivo and Jonathan Doyle on
musically and aesthetically," Bon
pulse-increasing stage show, are·
. saxophon.erandiames"Ward on·· ·· . , pushed·aside and we're trying to·-··--··-.us:' '"''··... ,:,, "--'"""~'" ,._ ,,~." '"· ., ,. ' said.
. '. .
.
. the m.akitigs o( a st~llar .concert.
The Mighty Blue Kings had . .
.·Thursday's show at . .. . .
drums.
·
·
bring it back out. It does have a
"We want to shed some
Their music has often been
traditional feel to it, and l think
-light on the music: fodustry." ..
Sycamore Gardens is 21 and up.
their debut in Jantiiicy of1995 at
· ·labeled ~s '40s~st}rlejazz. How-'
· there's something to be said for
·
Aside from their music, an · Buddy Guy's Leg6hds in Chicago. Tickets are $7.
.ever, :Bori srud_ ..fu.attheir style
. tradition."
· •··. interesting aspect of the band's
tirst
album,
Doors open at 7 p.m .
They
released
.
.
.
.,.·, '..r:J .
.

we

ttwJf

TOdd's 'BeautiflII World' Of concerts
Following a two and a half
star
opening
peiformance by Nil
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ..
Lara, Big Head Todd overwhelmed the crowd with their first
single "Resignation Superman."
Nowad1:1ys ifs a common
. An energetic a,upjencetoo~ in the
theme In the world· of rcick 'n roli
sounds as Mobr'futd the boys.··
that the bartds becoming main~
banged outBHT classics such as
stays i11 the industry come froQI
"Bittersweet;'.'· "It's Alright,"
solid and diverse musical backgrounds alld,ha~e absolutely ilo
"Broken Hearted Savior" and
"Circle."
desire to become famous.
With trendy Howard Stem~
Despite the impressive
renditions ofthese classics, the
esque bands suchas,Marylin
..
heart of the show came from the
Manson dominating the headlines;
those who have, been around and · ·
. band's ne\y materiaL With longare· stiu'producing fresh quality...
. time friendiJ~azel Miller adding
music get overlooked. With the ··
.electrifying l?ackground vocals the
. February release of their fifth
band flew through a complete 18
album, "Beautiful World," Big
song set; foilowed by a three song
Head Todd & .The Monsters is just ·
· encore. Such tunes as "Please
the type of band .that is absent •
Don't TelLHer," "Beautiful
World," ''Tower," "Ifyou can't
. Todd Park Mohr (left), Brian Nevin (center) and Rob Squires are Big Head Todd&. The Monsters.
from all the heaalines, bQt surely
not forgotten by their dedicated
.
.. .· ..· .
slow down'; as well as "Resignafan base, which grows by every
supporting "Beautiful World," and songwriter Todd Park Mohr,
. year and give qualify perfortion Superman" were incredible
tour stop~ . ·. .
·. . .
· it gave the crowd a raw taste of
bassist Rob Squires and drummer
mances night after night," said
live and are slire to become hits as
the new albtlm and tour reaches .
Livi~g up ~o their billing as· ·· the bands' new material.
Brian Nevin has obviously
Squires following the show.
a band that plays "sophisticated·
. . A touring band is jusfwruit
evolved·into a v.ery confident
. "Sure we'd like to take things_to
..-more audi~lices.
.
rock" acc~mpanied by "brilliant
Big Head Todd is. Despite over
straightforward performance..
the next level, but for us that ·
With. evi~ent blues, jazz and
There are no antics or special.
. would be more people appreciatsong writing,'' Big Head Todd (the · 1,500 performances as a part of
soul root5;Big HeadTood·& the
name used aS hcilD~ge to blues
their past, BHT.stillplays with the effectS, no wild guitar solos or·
. · ing o\Jr music. We wanft<> be
. Monsters mliy have taken that
master Eddie ''Clean Head';
energy of their firstshow; yet the ... equipment smashing; The guys :
making records 10 yeaiSJrom ·
next step With the release of
. Vinson)'rocked fi crciwdbfl8-40
experience shines'through
are there for one reason, they love : now and want as many people to
''Beautifu(World," as it's already
year--Oldii at Bog8rl's on March· . :musically and voeally.
what they do.
.
..
. hear our music as passil>le, but not gai_ning popularity on Xavier's
18: •.·. Thcfstop in Cincinnati was
....... The on-stage ~elatiollship . .
·. - ."Our goal, ·so .to· speak, is to .·.· .·.so vve make it· big, b~t rather so
campus ruid. :is .a must have in any
. . one of the first on their touf' :. ;, .. .· ;·<t?el\\feen singer/gu_itaijs!f. ...· .
produce quality re<:ords year after ·.•.. they can enjoy our musiC."
music collection.
BY STEvE SMITH
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•TheXavierConcertBandand
"They're back!"
Big Band will be performing their
•The Xavier University Sing- last contert in the University The~
..·ers are back artd in full effect.! At atre at 4 p.m.· Come seethe hard
7:30 p.m., the University Theatre work of your fellow students, you
. will come alive with song! Listen to monkeys! Also, this is the fast time
·the sonorous voice of Jennifer the Muskie Blues, swinging,sing~
"God'sgifttowomen"Zehnderrock ing group supreme will be performthe house! Blessing the student body ing. Admission is free so cmne and
with the final concert ohf th:ir Wfashh- listen. ·
_·
.c
ington touris on1Y t e tip 0 · t e·
•Call ittradition, calljt habit
· iceberg. The Singers are also offer- butthe C-Man must promote the
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • inga$50giftcertificatetotheBoat- Rabbit! WVXU9L7FMhasRab~~ni
house and a kiss from Christopher bit Ears with Danny Aiello narratWbJl~V
P.Dake.Wow,signtheC-Manup! ingthetaleofthewoodenboy,(no
.
"eJ
· Admission is free and the songs are ·
·
·
April 9
April 11
. Apr_.il 12
righteous! Well, notrighteousHke jokes)Pinocchio. Les Miserables
religious, but damn good anyway! Brass Band provides the .musical
•Conductor John Morris
background for this children's
•Welcome to Calendar City,
•ArecitalofXavier'stalented
~adedpo ssible by y"our generoCus tu- meushicRmajorsLwill · bHe held in the Rushselltr& th~llCb_incinrfinati s.ymp~ony ...
y·._.
fol.ktale. bOn~e agai n .~~ Once upon
as
oom, ogan a11 at 7 p.m. 0· re es a w.1 . e pe ormmgp1eces
a time... egms at 6 p.m.
1tion o ars. · n y ~our more a1endar Cities left before the C-Man This concert is free and open to . by Barber: Second Essay for Or~
.
April_ 13
.
•Steven Mayer will· perform
in the Xavier Jazz Piano Series.
hops onto his emu and rides into the everyone so come and support your chestra, Haydn: Concerto in C Magreat void of unemployment!
local, fledgling students of music. · jor for Cello and Orchestra and ·.
•It's the holy day, time to sit Admission is free with student ID
•How do we start our journey
•The Cincinnati Playhouse in . Faure:. Elegie for Cello and Orches- back, think about all the bad things for th.is incredible tradition of great
·
· you've done all week and smile.
into the void? With a cup of java! the Park presents "Valley Song" tra. The performance begins at 8 God bless America!
artists showcasing their talents in
our humble University Theatre.· The
Come weary travelers to the Romero by acclaimed playwright Athol p.m. in the Queen City's Music Hall.
show begins at 7:30 p.m;
Shelter of the University Center Fugard. This homespun tale fowhere the blessed angels of Thai- cuses on the farmlands of South
•The math tutoring lab has
land will anoint you with coffee and Africa where a young woman tries
·.. moved to 104 Alumni during these
· trying times of renovation.
entertain you with witty conversa- _to find her voice. Performance betion. The doors are open and wel- gins at g p.m. For more informa•Happy Birthday to· Steve
come to all gentle sentients from tion, call 421-388.8.
Smith, editor of the Opinions &
3:30-4:30 p.m.
"Round is rock,
Editorials section. If you want to ·
"I feel the pain of everyone!"
Rock is rolling,
find Mr. Smith, he's at Dana GarCome grab your shoes
denshavinga·beerwiththefantastic
•The HoxworthBlood Center
will be stationed in the Downunder
We're going bowling!!!"
Calendar Man.
•Cosmic bowling that is ...
•During the renovation of
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Please come
. and donate the most precious gift a those crazy cosmic commuters inHinkle Hall expect to make sacrihuman being has, life.
vite all you monkeys and physical
fices monkeys! .. Teachers are start•Violinist Heidi Yenney, the plant primates to Ston_e' s Lanes for
ing to camp outin the Beunger Hall
former violin teacher of the C-Man, someroundsofbe-be._-bowling! SixLounges
and. the Brockman Hall
photo by Sandy Underwood
will be performing selections from teen quarters ($4) will get you shoes
Chapel. . Please provide these aca"· m
·th.·e c as hR.oom, and a ball from IO p.m.-1 a.m. Get BrieninBry_antplaysthe17year_-oldVeronic_aJonkersasshefindsthe_ dem1c
· reLugees
"'
· .d·s
Baeh .andMozart
wit'h any d.ry goo
·
courage
to
m_
ove
on
and
Nesbitt
Blaisdell
plays
her
grandfather.
· ··
·· Logan Hall. Music begins. at Noon! cosmic and sign up atthe Commuter
or blankets they might need to fimsh
Abraam,who mcu;t/i:_!!~ the courage to let go.
the res.t of the seni_~sser. ·
; ;,
Coffee and tea are provided for th~ Information Center!
vagabonds wli6":a.an'cler in froin th~'rcold.
•Weiner! Brat! Burger! To
be frank (Ba-dup-dup), the crazy
commuters are the best at what they
do. What'ao they do? The C-Man is
unsure .. However, the crazy commute~s ,do grill like there's no
tommorrow. Another Cookout On
FREE T-SHIRT.
#1 RANKED FUNDRAISER'
THERAPEUTIC DAYCAMP
MODELS NEEDED
The Mall will have grillmeisterTom
Your group, club, Frat. /Sor.
LEADERS
'.• + $1000
Looking for photogenic
out there from 11:30 a.m;-2 p.m.
Credit card fundraiser.s
can raise up to $200 .•. $500 •.• $1000 females arid.male.sup to $55/hr;
The Cincinnati Recreation.
He'll have a Weiner with your name
for fraternities, sororities & groups:.
in one week. Minimal hrg/ effort
Commission is looking for caring, ·
Models needed for print,·
on it.
Any campus organization cari raise
.. required. Call 800-925-5548,
cominercial, ·and· catalog wo_J;"k.: · . dependable individuals to work

f r1·•d_a. ·Y

.

. ..·.t.u.r...d.·ay
sa.

d
·
su·
..· _n....-.. _· . a.
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th.mday
April-10
·
•The Weasel? ... The Badger?
· ... or is it the Hedgehog? Anyway,
Pauly Shore is coming to Xavier, ·
brought to you by those lovely
people at SAC. That's right, at- 9
p.m., the cereal dispenser in the Main
Dining Room of the University Center will be moved out of the way for
this MTV/FOX comedian. Tickets
are $5 for the student monkey and
$7 for the general monkey. And
although the C-Man has only seen
oneofhis brilliant movies, "Encino ·
Man," the C-Man is sure that his
stand-up must be of higher quality.
SAC will open the lovely doors at
8:30 p.m: Tickets will btfbn sale at
the Theatre Box Offjce at 5 p.m. and
available the day of the show ONLY!
Chickenbutt!
•In case the Groundhog is not
your cup of tea, ER is finally going
to have a new episode. Guest star
Omar Epps plays the Ghost ofChristmas Past that haunts George Clooney
into dying his hair blond. SuiCide
blond that is ... show begins at io
p.m. If you're smart, tape itand see
the Oppossum's comedy stand-up.
r,,

,'

',',''',

,•~':

I'
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'•

up to $1000 by earning a whopping . Access Code 22. Participants FREE' Experience preferred but not
sumnier daycamp programs for
$5.00NISA application.
Sport Camera just for calling.
. · necessary. 614-436-9006
children and ~eens with disabilities.
can 1-800-932-0528 ext.65.' '
The camps are held Monday
Qualified callers receive
through Friday, from 9:30 am to
JOBS JOBS JOBS
NOW HIRING.
FREE T-SHIRT
3:30pm, June 9th.through August
· VIRGIN ISL.ANDS .
La Rosa's-St. Bernard' ·
15th. Various locations, $5.50/6,50
... . . Complete list of employment ·
, is accepting applications for
per hour. Call 352-4014 f~r · ·
prissibilitie!l> Ove1; 250 companies;.
. drivers, servers and.kitchen .
application'. .
· ·
Send $5.00 & Self-Addressed
help.· Apply in person at' ·
· Stamped envelope to: Virgin
4601Vi~e St, Monday thru ·
APT •. FOR RENT
Opportunities, P.O. Box 654,
·
· ·. Friday~2-1
·
· 3 Bedroom apt., very close to· ·
Amelia, OH 45102
SUMMER PO~ITION'
OakleySquare; private porch, large·
ANDERSON TOWNSHIP
. room~; central afr, dishwasher, $750 .
College student need~d to
month + deposit. All utilities included in
FOR RENT .
. BARLEYCORN'S
watch children12, 10 and8:·Day
re~t. Call 631-5007 ·
Nr. campus - 4 large bdrms,
hours, Monday - Thursday; Non- ·
YACHT CLUB · ·.
'·.· air, washer/dryer' private p~tio,
smoker; own car; good ,.apply!
.
Hiring for all positions: h~st I upper two' floors of house; $215 ppl
call 231-4595
hostess, kitchen-, and ~ervers for full/ now renting Smr or Fall; call351· P.art time and-_day I nightpositions.
'2953.or 556-1098 to see. ' ·
.
HELP WANTED
G1'ea_t place to\v~rk with.advancement
Busy Hyde Park;Salon
opportunities. Apply in person at 201
. HELP WANTED
seeking. individuals for challenging
Riverboat Row,_Newport, KY.
Looking for serious· person
frontdesk position. Candidate must
APT. FOR RENT
who would like to lose weight; .
possess good communication skills,
3 bdrm. apt. available for the
make money or just plain feel
be neat in appearance and detail
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
!97-'98 school year. Located.on .• ·.
better. Ideal opportunity for
oriented. College experience
In Cincinnati area Triple "A" · 1610 Jonathan, close to campu~,
business major who would like to
required, will train. Apply in .
Student painters $6-$8/hr+ parking faciP,ties, p·orches off
learn netw~rk marketlngfro'm the .
person at Phyllis at the Madison,
bonuses. For more information call . rooms. All utilities furnished, $900/
ground up. 812-438-2260 For
2324 Madison.Road •. ·
Details ·
·
1800 543-3792
mon. Call22lc6140
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CHAOS by Brian Shuster
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STAMPEDE

"Very funny giJys. Now where's'the other one?"

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Determined
14
5 Actress Irene
10 Competent
17.
14 Winglike
15 By oneself
16 Salver
17 Singer Horne
18 Advertising
lights
19 Own
20 Nicolas Cage's· 33
Oscar-winning·
. 3B
film
23 Before
39
24. Charged alom
25 "Lord Jim"
- author
28 Ruled paper
33 Ouzo flavoring
34 Caipenler's 1001
35 Pipe elbow
36 Split
37 Blind parts
38-Harl
. 39 _. the line
40 Masts·
41 . Bricklayer
0 1!196 Tnllune Medio Senrice1. ltlc
An 11~1!1 reserved.
42 Add
commentar)i
44 Most healthy
9 Meetings
45 Try for ollice
1o Greek city
46 Table leaving
·11 vaunt
47 Eddie Murphy
t2 Vesuvius oulput
ANSWERS
13 Looks over
film
·
56 Wriler Kingstov
21 Dies S 3 3 L
S 3 1 ll 0
N 0 0 L ·
57 Gigantic
22 Field mouse
II 3 3 '!..,!
.Q...J. _Q !!.:
58 Flair
;·
25 Magna NV13•30llV1
Sll'llV
59 Chuckers game 26 Tear jerker?
":J I II :I l'I "0 ' 0 N• I w 0 :J
60 Arab chief1ain
27 Former actor,
~o-N n !!
61 Slangy negative
David
62 Roger Rabbi! or . 28 Get wider
! s 3 , YH-3LV ' 0 N N V
N 0 s " I'll• S 11 Yd s• 3 0 ,,
29 Cereal fixings
his ilk
y l y l'I •s L V 1 S
63 Removes, in
30 Stop
•..! ~...!. .!!!
printing
31 Some singers
ll N v1'd• ll s I N
64 Golf items
32 Foundry .
d y :J s , 0
V II N 0 :J
o"a
34 Town map
m N 01
ll II ii
DOWN
37 Anthem word
y ii ,
9 N
s" 9 ll
1 Game object
38 Abuse
ii It. ti H
N ii 1
N 0 ;i N
2 Gen. Robert 40 Daze
y , y
NO , ti
Ai!, .!!...!
3 Zola heroine
41 Horse
I..! ~~~
c!. 1 @.~
4 Cross
~~
43 Prayer
5 Criticized
44 ~seball clouts
6 Not - to stand
47 Army rank: abbr. 50 Not wild
53 Nastase of
on
48 Melville's South 51 Pilcher
tennis
7 Swimming place
Seas adventure
Hershiser
54 Malacca
8-Karenina
55 Insects
49 Venus.de 52 U.S. author
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REMEM9ER. WHEN. YOU GO RUNNING
. TO. THE SALES MANAGER, l'M STILL
. HOLt>ING .MY LIL' CAR SALESMAN .
.·. VOOl>OO POU.
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MARGARETHE CA.MMERME¥ER·
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Vietnam Nurse, Mother ofFour, Highest Ra~king
Offic~r to Challenge ·tbe Military's .Anti~G~y Policy:_
.
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- KELLEYAUDITO!UUM .
. .. . . ADMISSION IS FREE·.· .. ·
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